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Drosophila larval neuromuscular junctions (NMJs) serve as a model for synaptic physiology. The molecular sequence of the postsynaptic glutamate receptors has been described; however, the pharmacological profile has not been fully elucidated. Despite the postsynaptic molecular sequence used to classify the receptors as a kainate subtype, they do not respond pharmacologically as such. Kainate does not depolarize the muscle, but dampens evoked EPSP amplitudes. Quantal responses show a decreased amplitude and area under the voltage curve indicative of reduced postsynaptic receptor sensitivity to glutamate transmission. ATPA, a kainate receptor agonist, did not mimic kainate’s action. The metabotropic glutamate receptor agonist t-ACPD had no effect. Domoic acid, a quisqualate receptor antagonist, blocks the postsynaptic receptors without depolarizing the muscle, which supports the presence of quisqualate subtype receptors. The results suggest a direct postsynaptic action of kainate due to partial antagonist action on the quisqualate receptors. There does not appear to be presynaptic auto-regulation via a kainate receptor subtype or a metabotropic
auto-receptor. A complete pharmacological profiling of the known receptor subtypes at this NMJ has not yet occurred; however, this study aids in furthering the ongoing investigations to provide a clearer picture of pharmokinetic profile and specificity of the receptor subtypes.
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Chapter One

Background of the *Drosophila* neuromuscular junction and research goals

The nervous system in animals is used to convey information of the surrounding external and internal environment, as well as to react to it. In the majority of cases, the electrical signals neurons use are relayed to target cells by chemical communication. When this occurs for close targets, the site of communication is referred to as a synapse. The chemical released from the presynaptic neuron is referred to as transmitter. This transmitter enters into the synaptic cleft and then binds to receptors on a target cell. The target cell can be a neuron, a muscle or an endocrine cell or even a combination of cell types. The post-synaptic receptors determine if the target cell will be excited or inhibited. These determine actions by the receptor itself, being a ligand-gated ion channel or by initiation of a cellular cascade to influence ion channels (Berridge, 1998; Miyazaki, 1995). Receptors that mediate secondary cascades are referred to as metabotropic receptors, whereas receptors that act as a receptor mediated ion channel are termed ionotropic receptors.

The neurotransmitter molecules are stored in vesicles within the presynaptic nerve terminal. These vesicles fuse to the presynaptic membrane with evoked stimulation because of the rise in $[\text{Ca}^{2+}]$, (Sudhof, 2004). The $[\text{Ca}^{2+}]$ is generally very low compared to that outside the neuron ($[\text{Ca}^{2+}]_0$ is 10 mM). The entry of $\text{Ca}^{2+}$ into the nerve terminal causes the mobilization of both the reserve and the readily releasable pools of vesicles (Rosenmund and Stevens, 1996; Kuromi and Kidokoro, 1998).

The whole process of vesicle fusion must be finely regulated as not to over or under excite the target cells or else the information will not be correctly conveyed. Thus, there are various levels of excitation and inhibition to regulate nerve terminals, such as ion pumps, ion exchanges and auto-receptors for negative feedback. Because of the difficulty in accessibility of postsynaptic dendrites and the wide complexity of the central nervous system in general, most of our understanding in synaptic properties at a vesicle level (i.e., quantal level) has been gained by studying accessible and relatively simple preparations, such as neuromuscular junctions (NMJ) in invertebrates and amphibians (Bennett and Pettigrew, 1975; Nudell and Grinnell, 1983; Wilkinson and Lunin, 1994; Wilkinson et al., 1992). The frog, locust and crayfish neuromuscular junctions were initially used because of the relatively ease for accessibility and viability in relatively minimal physiological salines (Fatt and Katz, 1953a, b; Dudel, 1965, 1981; Dudel et al., 1983).
More recently the *Drosophila melanogaster* has become a model for synaptic transmission at the larval NMJ. This is because a known genome that can be manipulated for altered protein expression to examine mechanistic cellular functions of synapses (Atwood et al., 1993; Betz et al. 1993; Jan and Jan 1976; Kurdyak et al., 1994; Li et al., 2002; Li and Cooper, 2001; Pawlu et al., 2004; Ruffner et al., 1999; Sigrist et al., 2002, 2003; Stewart et al., 1994, 1996). A recent review in Ca$^{2+}$ regulation which influences synaptic transmission in the preparation has appeared (Desai-Shah and Cooper, 2009).

Since the larval *Drosophila* NMJ is becoming a synaptic model of choice recently for many reasons, it is important to understand the pharmacological and physiological profiles of this synapse. The *Drosophila* NMJ consists of excitatory motor neurons and muscle. Recent studies described which postsynaptic receptor subtypes are expressed in muscle. There are five different subunits, which fall into kainate/AMPA type glutamate receptors based on molecular sequence homology (Betz et al., 1993; Völkner et al., 2000; Marrus et al., 2004; Qin et al., 2005; Guerrero et al., 2005). However, in an experiment investigating a pharmacological sensitivity on the postsynaptic receptors for intact 3rd instar *Drosophila* NMJ, kainate did not depolarize the muscle but reduced the EPSP amplitude. Also, AMPA did not alter the EPSP amplitude nor alter the resting membrane potential (Bhatt and Cooper, 2005). Thus, the postsynaptic receptors at the *Drosophila* NMJ should not be classified based on a pharmacological profiling nomenclature as a kainate/AMPA subtype of glutamate receptors. Based on my investigations and the previous study (Bhatt and Cooper, 2005), kainate appears to be blocking the glutamate activities at the larval *Drosophila* NMJ.

To date, the pharmacological assessment of this NMJ has not been tackled carefully. No one has even addressed if the motor nerve terminals may possess glutamate auto-receptors as noted to occur in other arthropod species (Schramm and Dudel, 1997). Thus, I choose to address these issues in my studies.

In this research project, I first support the idea that the postsynaptic receptors at the *Drosophila* NMJ are not of a kainate subtype of glutamate receptors and that application of kainate reduces the evoked EPSP amplitude. I approached these studies by use of pharmacological and physiological investigations. Specifically I addressed the spontaneous vesicular postsynaptic responses at the 3rd instar NMJ using domoic acid and glutamate. Domoic acid is a potent agonist of the kainate subtype of glutamate receptors in vertebrates. I also addressed how exogenous application of kainate could be causing the reduction of the EPSP amplitudes.

The hypotheses I am testing is based on preliminary findings at this NMJ and combined reports on other glutamatergic synapses in various animal
models. The hypotheses addresses why kainate produces a reduction in the EPSP amplitude. My hypotheses are as following:

1) Kainate has a direct postsynaptic action as an antagonist.
2) Kainate has a direct presynaptic action reducing glutamate release, possibly through activating glutamatergic autoreceptors on the nerve terminals.

Addressing these aims is very important in understanding processes in synaptic regulation at the neuromuscular junction of this model preparation. Several disorders are known for altered synaptic function in the vertebrate brain. In order to understand these disorders better, one can use invertebrate models such as *Drosophila*, which can serve as good electrophysiological and genetic models to study synaptic regulation on a fundamental level.

In order to elucidate my hypotheses about kainate’s action at the *Drosophila* NMJ, I conducted several experiments as described in detail within Chapter Two. In short, I examined the action of kainate on spontaneous fusion of vesicles with exposure to kainate. This is diagrammatically shown in Figure 1-1 with kainate either having an action on the presynaptic terminal or having an action on the postsynaptic receptors as to alter receptivity to glutamate. Since \([\text{Ca}^{2+}]_i\) is tightly regulated within the nerve terminal for rapid transmission, if kainate had a presynaptic action via alteration in the \([\text{Ca}^{2+}]_i\), I would predict that short-term facilitation or depression, known to occur at this synaptic preparation, would be greatly affected. Thus, I used a four-pulse stimulation train and measured the facilitation index before and during application of kainate at various concentrations of kainate as well as \([\text{Ca}^{2+}]_o\). Since transmission is so sensitive to \([\text{Ca}^{2+}]_o\), altering the concentration with various concentration of kainate exposure might unmask any subtle effects of kainate. This general model to address this experimental paradigm is shown in Figure 1-2. In addition to the action of kainate other pharmacological agents were examined to help in describing the pharmacological profiles of the putative presynaptic and known postsynaptic glutamatergic receptor subtypes. The working models of action for ATPA (Figure 1-3) and t-ACPD (Figure 1-4) are shown for action on evoked transmission.

In addition, the reports which characterized the molecular sequence of the glutamate receptors at the *Drosophila* NMJ to the human’s kainate receptor subunits, did not provide the statistical similarities between them. The paper published in 2005 by Qin et al., designated some amino acid sequences as similar even though they appear to be far from being similar. Besides, in this earlier study only five amino acid sequences of the postsynaptic receptor subunits at the *Drosophila* NMJ were examined although there are around 30 different glutamate receptor genes in *Drosophila* genome (Littleton and Ganetzky,
Thus, I show statistical similarities of the aligned sequences (Figure 1-5a,b) and provide a phylogeny tree with the known 36 predicted amino acid sequences of the glutamate receptors in Drosophila genome (Table 1-1).
Figure 1-1. Schematic model of predicted kainate action at the *Drosophila* neuromuscular junction, which is the site of communication from the axon terminal of motorneuron to the muscle. Kainate is added into the synaptic cleft without neural stimulation to measure any possible direct effect on either the presynaptic nerve terminal or on postsynaptic sensitivity. Spontaneous responses are involved in one vesicle fusion events. If kainate has an effect presynaptically then one would expect an alteration in the frequency of spontaneous response. If there was an affect on the postsynaptic receptors then one would expect a change in the amplitudes or shape of the spontaneous events. The frequency and amplitude of spontaneous responses before and during exposure to kainate are compared.
Figure 1-2. Schematic model of facilitation effect on presynaptic nerve terminal. \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \) plays a critical role in vesicle fusion in the presynaptic nerve terminal. \([\text{Ca}^{2+}]\) in the presynaptic nerve terminal can be changed at each pulse of induced facilitation. Four-pulses with 20Hz is induced in the presynaptic nerve terminal, which may alter the dynamics affecting several factors involved in vesicle fusion inside the cell. This presynaptic activity at each pulse will have a slightly different condition. If there is a kainate effect on \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \) dynamics it would likely alter the vesicle fusion events during facilitation. Facilitation Index (FI) (4\textsuperscript{th} pulse amplitude / 1\textsuperscript{st} pulse amplitude -1) is measured before and during kainate exposure to determine if there is a presynaptic action of kainate. (RP: reserve pool, RRP: readily releasable pool, ER: intracellular \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \) storage, ES: endosome, VGCC: voltage-gated \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \) channel, KAR: kainate receptor)
Figure 1-3. Schematic model of predicted ATPA action at *Drosophila* NMJ. (RS)-2-Amino-3-(3-hydroxy-5-tert-butylisoxazol-4-yl)propanoic acid (ATPA) is a kainate receptor agonist. If ATPA has an action either presynaptically or postsynaptically it would alter the frequency of amplitude of spontaneous events and the size of evoked responses. Excitatory postsynaptic potential (EPSP) amplitudes and membrane potential in the muscle are measured with the bath application of ATPA to compare if they are affected.
trans-(±)-1-Amino-1,3-cyclopentanedicarboxylic acid monohydrate (t-ACPD) is a well-known metabotropic glutamate receptor agonist. If t-ACPD has an action either presynaptically or postsynaptically it would alter the amplitude of evoked response. Excitatory postsynaptic potential (EPSP) amplitudes and membrane potential in the evoked response are measured with the bath application of t-ACPD to see if there is a t-ACPD action through the metabotropic glutamate receptors. In the figure, narrow arrow is described to show the action of t-ACPD on the postsynaptic receptor because of a small possibility of a postsynaptic action on receptors at the *Drosophila* NMJ. The receptors are known as ionotrophic glutamate receptors.
Figure 1-5a. Sequence alignment with predicted amino acid sequences of the postsynaptic receptor subunits at *Drosophila* NMJ and human’s kainate receptor subunits. Compared subunits are shown on the left of the first row in aligned sequences. Identical and similar amino acids matched are colored by red and putative extracellular domains are shaded by yellow, respectively. ClustalW2 is used for sequence analysis.
Figure 1-5a cont.

EIYKPTVNFPMVWTPDN--GIIKRLNL--LELESAGTTQDFSEQKVYTVTVHYYEPFMKEDHE--NFRGREKEYGEAYVIDLISKLSLEMDYEFMIVNGN
EVYNPIDEVTHWNKEFQLVDFFKLENSTQALKQRLQNEDSFQKIPIRTYATVRGKPYFSWFEPFEGVHYNCRFEGEAYVIDLSTMELAQCKFDNFVPRDN
EYVDLPDGIAGAWORPSRTIQTLNQVDKQKARVYTVNRFSTYVSMNTNLNTHLYQAYVADLIDATARHVGFEVFVVPADQ
IELQGSLVRKVTWESEKDP---DFEFQR-PPQAVNFNDDLOGSVNVKTVTFLISVATKPYASLSESID--TINGNQFPEGYVDVLIKEADKLFNFTFDQGND
IELQPSGIVKTVTWEDRQ-----QYRPQRLAPTTAQFDSVDSN-SLANTFTIILLSSVPKYAPLGLTVTLK==QLECNQSEYEGYGVDVLIKEADKLFNFTFDQGND
ISLKEEGTEKIEYNSNS-------------GLNMTD--SNDKSSNITDSLANTLVDT---IPEEQVVMYRKSDK--PLYNDRFEGYCLUDLLELSNILGIYDYNKVD
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--GKYNPETKQWDGIIRKLIDHHAQIGVCDLTTITQRGRSVVDVFVPMQMLGLISILHYSPEPKNQAFLEFFAEWVYRMIAQQLIMTLAVFVLKLYREWLVPFE
KYGSDANTDEWDDIIRQDLNANQIGCDLTTITQARLSDVDFVFVPMQMLGSLISYKEKKPPKDAIFALYNFLYNARKVLFVMIAMMITAFAIITGRIQDYEWDQFPV
QYKLDKETKQWNGIIGEIIINDAHMGIÇLDTLTITQARKTAVDFVFVPMQMGSLAYKSHVEKTLQIDAFQGGEVWILISYVFVMTTLKTVARIKSMEDNHP
-YSFPNKTTSQGMLKEIVGRDQITTLTITSEREEIDSFIPMNMLGLAIQLYVFPQAPALFSFMFFSSVVLVTLGLAYLGVSLSCCFIIGRLSPIEDWNPY
-YSYNKSTNEQMLREMTGRDLATDLITITSEREQALDFITPMNLGLAIQLYLPQAPKATPELFTMDFSEEVWVFLGFSLGLVSLSFILGRSLSPSEWNPY
-KYGACNDKGWNGMVEKELTDHRAVAPLTTITYVPEKVIDPSKFTMLGLISILYRFPNQFVFSFLNLSPQWLIVYLACLGVSCFVLFVIARPTFYEWYNF
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PAIQDPELENIWNVNNTWMLVGSIMQMQCDLPRGPRHMRIILTGMWFFEFMALLMLSTYTANLAPFLSNKWSQSIKLSDLIEEQD-KVHFSGMRGGSTLSFFSSEND
ENVVRENREQUERYWLSNLALNWLLVLGLSNQCDLPRLPLPPRRLLTAFWIFALLSTQYTIKALLAFLPTSSKAQIDGSLHDLVDQN-KVQGFTIGRATSQSYESEND
PCNFRDPFVLLENQWHNTGWLTVASIMATGCDDLRIPSQFVRMFEATWVFAIANNSTYANLAPFLTEKMSGHSLANKLQSAQ-KVKSFTYGGSTYNLLADSNE
PCIEEPELEQFTINNLSWFTTGGALLQGSEQAPKLSTRTSISAIWFFTTLIMVSSYANTANLAPLEIENTPSFINSVKDLANMNKQDVGAKRGKTGRNFPSTSE
PCIEEPELEQFTLGLNSWFTTGGALLQGSEQAPKLSTRTTSVFASEWFTTFILIVSSYANTANLAPLEKFQSLINSSVDLLANKQDVGAKRGKTGRNFPSTSE
PCNPDSVVENNTLLNSWFEGMQLMQGSELAPKLSTRTIVGGIWFVVFVTFIIISSTYATANLAPLTFERMESPIDASDDLAKQ-TIEYGAVRGDSMTFFKKSIT
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TDNRMAWNNLKSFLKDPFAKTNENEGVRKLSKSYETFMETLTNLQVQYRCGCETLTQIGIESGFKHAIYVFNADFNSNLGSVIGLSRELFLKFLRWNLENS
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ERYKMKMNFESE-NFQYLTDENMNEMGNVRKTN-THAFLEMTSIEGBYKRCNKLKIDGAL-okDGEYAMIDKMPDHGRKFNNALELFCQCVLARKKNKNVENEGT
STYEFKWAFMSRRQQTALVRSNDESIGIRQVLT--TYDALLMESTSIYEVTQRNCNLTQVGLDSKGYGVGTIPSYRDKITA压迫LOEKEKHMKEKWWANG-
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-TCDS-YHEVDGDELSIIELGGVFVLAGGVLIGVILGIFEFILWNVQNAVVEERTPWFQAFKAELIFALKFWVRRKPMRISS--SSDKSSSRRSS-----GSRRSSK
-TCDSNVPTIDDQGFMDSVGLFVVLVIVGLGTVGLVAELWHVRISVKEKIPMLALKAEPYFVIRFWLTKPHTRYR--QSRDSTSTGSSLEQITSASSAK
-SCFEEPDPDATPDYFEELRGIYTYAGLIAFLIGITEFLVYVQQVAEEPLTFKDAFKEIRFMLCVWNRPKIVAGTPISSVRTPRSSLDKSLDRTPKSSR
GVCSAKSDDDGPSELGGVNLSGIYVVLIGVSIISIIIISCWCFYVYKAKNYEVPPCDALAEFIVIRFSENCPPlSQAISIYRSRSNSSQTSIESLKTDSERNMP
GICATKEDAPDTPLDMNLEGVFVLLVGCALLYGISSVLFVMKAKHHRVPLRDLKEFQFVIDFNNYVRVLKNSAIYRSRRQSSMSVAVESAESQ----
---CPEEDNKEASALGVGIIGIFIVLAAGLVSVPVAILFEIYKSRKNDIEEQCLSFAIMEELGISLKNQKIK--KKSRTKGSFTSLTCHQRTQKETVA

EKSRSKTVS-----------------------------------
KKKKTKRIEKF-----------------------------
RVVIGRISSEEMREMQGSGSSTGSSAGKEKEARV
VED-------------------------------------
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```
YNPETKQWGDI1RKLGDHAQIGVCDLTITIQMRRSVVDFTVPFMQGLGISILHYKSPKPQAMEPLFAVEVWVYMIQAFLMTLAVFPLARLSYREWLPNPAIQ
YDANTDEWDGII1RQLIDDNAQIGICDLTITIQARRSVVDFTVPFMQGLSILYMKGAPEPILAFLPYEMLVWLVMAMIMTAFAVISTGRIQDYEWDPVPVENVN
LDEKETKQWGNI1GELI1NDNADHMICLTDITIQARSAVVDFTVPFMQGLGISILHYGSPPAQPFEELPFAVEVWVILISVESFTKEVARLSYREWLPNPAIQ
FNKTNSTGMLKE1VEGRADA1AITDLTIKITIRESHEIVDSIFPMNLGIAILYVKPQAKAPFSMDPFSFSSWVLYLGIAYLGVSLCFIIGRSLPIEDWNPYCIE
YNKSTNSTEML1REMTGRADLA1AITDLTIKITIRESHEALFTIPFMNLGIAILYVKPQAKAPFELFTFMEPFSFSSWVWFLGSFLGVLSFSLGLSPSEWNYPYCIE
QDDANGQWNGVM1RELIDHDKLAVAPLAIYVREKVIDFSDKPMTLGISILYRKNPNTFGVFSFLNPSEPII1MYIIYLLAYLVSCVFLFIARFSFYEWYNPHPCNP
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```

```
DPDELEN1WVNNSTWLMVGSIMQQCDILDPRGPMR1LITGWMWFPMALMLSTYANTAAFLTSNKWQSIKSLQDLIEQD-KVHFGSMMGGSSTLFFS2NDTDYQ
REMERN1WHLSNALWLVLGSMLNCQCDLLFRGLPMRLITAFFWIFIALLSISQTYIAKLLEAFITSSIKAGDIAGSLHDLDVQN-KVQFGTIRGATSIVYSESE2NNTDN
REPNQWRIHNTGWLTAVSIMAGCDLIRPRSPQRVRMFATWIFAIIIANSYTAALAAFLTKMEGSIANLKDLSAQK-KVKFGTIVYGGSTYNLADSNETVYR
EPELEENQFTINS1SWFTGALLQQGSEAIPKALSTRTASAIWFFTLMVSSYTAANAAFLTEENPSTPNSVKDLADNFKDQVYQAKTRGSTNTNFSTSEEPIYI
EPELEENQFTINS1SWFTGALLQQGSEAIPKALSTRRTAVAFWFFTLIVVSSYTAANAAFLTEENPSTPNSVKDLADNFKDQVYQAKTRGSTNTNFSTSEEPIYI
DSDVVENFTELNSFWFGVGLAMQGSFEMPFKALSTRTVGFIWFFTLIIISSYTAANAAFLTEENPSTPDSADDLAKQT-RYEGAVEDGAMMTFFKSKISTYD

```

```
RAWNQMKDFNPSAFTSTNKEGVAARVEKGGYAFMETTSSTLYNIERNCDLTIQGEIQIKEHGVLYGLPLSRYTNTLSVI1LSERGELQMKNKWKNHNV-TCD
MAWNKMLSKDFPDAFTKNEEGVDDRVLKSLGTKYAFPLSMTNLQYYVQNCELTIGSEFGEKHYGAVIPLNDRFLSNLSVGIRLKERTELKLKNWFNSES-TCD
LAFNLMMMIPPMPAFTKLYEGVVRKRGKEMFTPTARGETHEQNCRLSVDVGKEKFGKHYAIAVFGAEYRNSLVAIRLLKEGLYDLPKWKNPNFAC-SCF
KMNEYLANHE--MLMENQQGVDKRRK-TQYAFMETSTIEFNTVRCEKCLTQGDPMKLEKYGIAVMKNNFFYDKNKALLEIQCVGLRNLKWNKNEVAGVCS
KMNEFQENPQYDELNYNTHANAFTYIEKMTNRKLRGIIADELKGLYAMKRDWPPKRGFNALLEIQCVGKLMMNKWNKNEVTSIGCA
KMWAEMSSPRQSVLVKSNNEGQRVLT--SDYAFMETSTIEFVTQRNCNLTQGGGLIDKGYGGTFMPGSPYRDKTIAIQIIQIEGLKLHMKKEKWNGN----C

TM4

```

```
S-YHEVGDGELS11ELGSGVFLVLAGGSLVGVIGLGIFELMNVONVAVEERVTVPWQAFAELIAFLKFWVRKPKMRSIS---SSDSSSSRSRSS----GSSRSSSEKSR
SNVPTIDQGFDMDSVSGLLFVVLIVQQVGGVLGVAGAEFLHWHYQIRSVKIEPMLAKAEFYFVIIFWTLPRKLYHTYR--QSRDSTSGYLSLEIQITSSAKKMK
EEPPADPATOMRTGLFYLYAGALIFALGVTQVQAVEELRGLTDKAFKEIRFVLCVHWNMNPK1IAGTPISSSVRTTPRSLDSDLDLTDKPSSVRVI
AKSDDDGPSGEGVDFLGLLGIVYLVIGIIS1IS1LCWCFYFVYKMKNEVFPCMADDLAEERFIVIRFSENERPLKSAQ5ISYRSRNSSQ5SIESLKTDSKEMFV
TKEADAPATPLDMNNILEGVGVFLVGLSCALLVGIGISLWLVFMKKAHHRVPLRLDALLEKFQFV1DFNYNVRVBLKNSAIYISRSQRSSMSVSAQVQEQ--------
```

PEESKEASAGVQINGIFIPVLAAGLVSFVAVGFEFLYKSKNAQ

-------------LEKESISLWPPHYPD--------
```
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SKTVS-------------------------
TRRIEK-------------------------
GRSSEEMREMAGGSSSGNAGRGEKEARV
--------------------------------
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GluR-IIA  ---------------MRLCPVYIAFIIIGFLEGIIALGGDDRNEITVG----AIFYENEKEIELSFDQAFREVN--NMKFSELRFVTIKRYMTNPSDLLQQ
GluR-IIB  ----------------MHLQFLVLLALAILAGANETDLVIG--AIFDTEMLKADAFSASDEEENVN--AIFLRAKLYTVTDLLSTVLDQ
GluR-IIC  MKKELSNGSARFMGFNGNREAGMQWRIUMLLCMWFAPFMCRRSQQINIG----AFFYDEMLEKEFMTVTNAINGFQSFQTRMFPILIKKLPEDGVTMQE
GluR-IID  ----------------MHFCWIS---LIIILSLSQVQAYFGYNAYEASSQISLQ---LITDDTDFRQTPHELISVHEV---NELGVPVGETQVEYAVGNYQQA
GluR-IIE  -------------MFHNFWFLWLSIFSIHIVSNWQAQENFFG--YDNYQLESVIPG----LDTQNTDFMNIVPDHAIDVAN---QEVGTSILSLKEENVYDAGQYSQG
GluR-6  -------------MKIIFPILSNVPRRTVKLLLWLLWIG---YSGQTTHVLRFFGIFYPEVSEGMGAAEALRFAVNTLNRRTTFLNNTTLTGYDQKINLYDSEASK

ITCELISNGVAAIFGPSSKAA SDIVAQIANATGIPFHEYDLKLEATRQEQEPLNHQMSINVPASLSVSLRAYEIJK--YRWTFTLYITETFG--LIALQDLMNQQA
ISCALIGSGGVAIFGPSSKTNSDIDVLCNEVMTIQGFLQFDWHPQQSNFMRNQHQLTLTVNVEFMLELASSDDFLASKTFDWSKTIAEYRSSH--LIRILHILAWKQ
HACSLDINNGVAIFGPSSKAA SDIVALVNCSTQGPHFEDSIDDIQAEKFPNNQMTLNYPQAALISKAYADIVQNF--QWRFKTVYADDARAALQDQLQIHEQ
QLCRLMQGSGVGFQAPAHRITASHLNACSDKIPIFYQ---HLSWGSNPDFNLHSPEDIANALYDIVNQF--ESWRIIFCYESAYE--LILHILMYTRQG
KLCRMLETGIAVGFPSSRHTAVHLSICDAMAPIHYQ---YMS--ENAEGFNHLHPADALAKYSSLTEF--NWTRIFILYESAYE--LNLINELTMLG
KACDQLSLGVAIFGPSSHSSANAYQSCNALGVPHIQTRWK---HVSDNKFSSYVSILPDFSSLRAIDLVLQFF--KWKTVTAYYDDSTG--LIRILQELIKAPS

LNSDYVKLRNLADYADDYRLIKWTKETDETFHEQRIILDCEPKTLKELLKVSDIKLQFPRNFWSILTHLDTHNSGLRDIYN--EDFKANTISVRLKVDANMPFERKTR
LHKAGIKQCEFEDGDDYRIILKWNNKENCEVLFELCSLIDVIVNASKGYNMSTGPSNHTLNNLDSYIGFS--RDPVTAVAAAVRITYPVFEPHVDEIDGVHNLVVRVRFKH
KKDDEPPWVMKSKISRG----ERRVVLDECFMNLVESLNSTEFGLTQGYHIINFLTLNTEVDHHLEALADNETFAVINPTAARLNVFPPPFLSYLPYG
IKGFPVQMYRVYDLNMGYXGNYKRNQVLLQLAQIBAQRDNPPSRRNQMLNMTDDIAEYQGNYREDFNLQ下的内容...

LT-KVDQILGN------QTMLPIILYAVAVFPASSARNVIAAMQPFHPPP----NRHCSSSWPMLGAIFVINEMKTISDEEPVHFETCNMKLDYEGRHIKNLEIYK
FDNSVDRFTS------SGLSQLYVSDIVLYN-ALEISQROPG-FYIP---NFSCG-RGFQWQGPRLVEQMKQTCIPMKVFPFQTRQLIQADQREDNFNLQVY
YVTORDNVYESSDFPRTLHIDLHIDLALALQFAQGSTRANASFFYFPDVFPRVTIDCFASAAGGRGWYMLARLMKTMGSGVNVNTRSILQFDEQQRTFINIVYD
LHQLEGSEF-----YNVSIGFSTFIMEMALTVDVRIAVETTKHPYQP----QMLNCERHENDQVPDGSTFRNYMRSLEIKETTITGIRYEFENRKGFLQTFDSG
LGYPDQDQ------DFNGSPCVALMETYAVDQLFPLKFLPF------MFQPSNCQETLSEKLQNKTPGLMKYNTRLMILDLRTLQIPYEFENRGKYLHLDV
WSMERIQAPP------PDSSGHDGQFNTDAALMYAVDYVYSSAVQVPQMT------VSSLQCNHRKPPW-FGTRFMSLIKEAIWEHGLTRGTFNKTGNRLSTDFDLVIS

PTVNEPMMVTPDNN----GKIKKLRNL------LELESAGTQTDFSEQRFKVVTWTHYEEPFYMMKEDHE---NFRGKEKYEGYAVDLISKSLSEMFYEMFVINNGN---GK
PIIDRVTIHNNKFLQYDFEKLLRSTQALRLKRQKNKDFQKIPYRTAVRQKPFYSWRREEPEVGYEOGRNFVAVDL NylonMLAQECFKDFNPEFRDDNKYGS
PLDGIAGIWDPRGL------QITQQLNDVQAKKYMVRATIPGPPSYYNEETARELNLQCNALYQGVAVDLIAIRHVGYEYVFPVADQQYGK
LQTSGLVKVGTWEE----GKDFEFPQ-PQPAVNFNDIDSLGGLNKTFLISVSATKPYASLVESID---TLNQNNFQQQYGVGLIKELDADKFLGNFTFRDGGN-DYGS
LQPSGIKVGTWDE----DRQYRQRPLATPDQFDSVLN-ŠTNKLSTILLVSVPNKQNPALEYQTKY---QLEQNSQGYEGYVGLIKELDADKFLGNFTFRDGGN-DYGS
LKEEGLEKGTWDP----ASGLMTFQ----SOKGKPANITDLSNRSNLSTT1VILEEPYLVFKSKSD----PLYGNDREFGYCIDDLRELSTILGTYERLVEDKYGA
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GluR-IIA
GluR-IIB
GluR-IIC
GluR-IID
GluR-IIE
KA1

--------------------------MRLCFPVIYAFIIIGFLEGIIALGGDDRNEITVGAIFYE---NEKEIELSDFDAFREV-------MNKFSRELFVFTIYKRMTPDNDSDFLQQQT
--------------------------MHQLQFLVLLALAIAGAGETDLTVKIGAQFDP---TEMKLAFAALELEV-------AIN-PALKLDAIKRYVTVDSDIVLQDI
MKKELSGNASSRPFWQGFNGSREAMQWQILLLGCMWASFMRCSRQQQINIGAFYFDP---DELEIKEFMTVNAINGPSESTMRQFHPYFLIKRLKPE2DSTVMQEH
--------------------------MHFCWIS---IIILSLRQAOQFYGGNAYEEASSQSGSIRLGLITD---ATDRIRQTFEHAISVNN-----NELGVFLVGETEQAQVAYGNSVQFAQ
--------------------------MEFHNHVILWSLISIHSVINWAAQYENPGG---YDNQFLESVPIGLLTDQ---NEQVMNIVDFDAIADVAN--------QEVGTSTLSLKEEYNGDYAATSGYQK
--------------------------MVRPSAFLVLPALMWVMACPSHLIRAIAILLIDPMECRGERLSILTAKRINIARPERLKGAKVEVDFILLERDSEYETAET

--------------------------SCDLIGSVAAIFIGESSK-ASDIVAQAIAANATGIPIHEYDLKLEATRQEQLNLHQMINSVAPLSLPSRLAYFEIIIKN5-YEWRFTFIIYIETPEG--LÄRQLQDMLNIQA

--------------------------MFFNHFVILWSLISIHSVINWAAQYNPGG---YDNQFLESVPIGLLTDQ---NEQVMNIVDFDAIADVAN--------QEVGTSTLSLKEEYNGDYAATSGY

--------------------------MCQILPKGVVFLLGPSSKASPASSSIISNICEKEVPVFKVAPPEEFVKFQFQQR---FTTLMLHPSNTDISVAVAGILNFP--NCTAACLICAKAE---LLNLKELRLQFL

--------------------------LNSDYVKLRLNLAD-YADDIYRLKETDTEFHEQIRIILDECPKTLKELKVSIDFKLGPFFRNFLTHLCHTNSGLGDMDYIY--EDFKNIVTSVRLKVVDANP费RKT

--------------------------LHKGAIKQCEF--RGDDYRIULKRNNE-AFEKFWLLDCFSILVLDVNASIGYNMTGSRNSRLNHLQDQYFFPDFTVATVAASAYVRTKVPVPHDEID

--------------------------VHNDVVRVRKHF--KIDDFFRVWKSIRG--ERRVVLDECPNLMLVEILNSETFEGIQTQYNIFLITLETTYTDLLEIAADNEFPTAVNITARLVLNFDPPFSYLF

--------------------------IKGFVQIFMRLDLNNGNYKVRILRISERDSEFUQYSQVRNMEMDLYTIIGLNLHUDLFLETEEY---EANITGIRIFPSDFQEEVRLIME

--------------------------KGSTVLYRMDQGLNYQKVRKVKVRV-SVDRNIVVSQSGSTEPFENQAOQVQIGINDEXDYIFLGDIFSFDEELLEY---EANITGLRLFSPERMKAVELLM

--------------------------ISKDTLSIRMLDDE-TDRPFPMLKIEIR-DKTTAIIHANASMSHTILKAAELGVMVAYYITYFNLNEFSIQLRQMSDLVDDE--RNVLIGFSIFNSQSHAFFQEFASEA

--------------------------RLT-KVDQILGNN-------QTMPLILIYAVDLFASSARNVIIAAMQPFHFP-----NRHCGSSSPWMLGAFIVNEMKTISKEDDVEPHFTEMKDLYEYQRIHFNLEEI

--------------------------VFDNSVDFRTR-----SLQGQLVDYSIVLFYNY------ALSIEIQRGYPFIP-----NSFCG-RGFWQPGPRIVEMQKIPFTKQRLQINADQVERENENLIE

--------------------------GTVQFRDNIVYESSDP-FPRILHIHDHIALQLQFLAQSWRNASAPFYDPDRMVPIRIFTCDFAASGGRTWANGYRPAKLMGTSG-VNNNTFRSITLIQFDDEDQGQTENENVE

--------------------------KLQHELGESEPNSGSTFFTTTEMALYTAVRVAIETTHKLPYQPM-----LMRSERHNDVQPFDSFRFRNMYR----SLEIKEKTITGRIYFEGNVKRGPTDFVIE

--------------------------KGYPTFDQDE-FRNGSCPITVEMALTYDAVFALQTPKFPMP-----QNCISFRQERTSFSDSFSKKNYR----TTLRDLRZLPQYFEGNVKRYHLVDIE

--------------------------SLNQQSEICDHNVTPTG--PALASSLLFDAYAVVAQCVIOANRSQEI-----VKPLSCGSAQIQWQHTSMLNYLR-----MVELEGTHIGEFSNKQGQRSNYALKILQ

--------------------------YKPTVNEPMVMVTDPN------GIKKRLLN-------LELSEAGTPQDFSEQKRYTVDHTYPEYFMKMKDEHE---NFRGREGKYEGYAVDLISKSELEMFYEFMVNGN

--------------------------YNI PIIDRTHNIWKEFQLVDFKELRSTNQLKQRKLNKEDFSQPKIYRTAVTVG-KPYSWREEPEGVHYEGNERFEVGLIYLMAQECFKDFNPEFDRDNK

--------------------------YDPLDGIAYIFRDRPFAQP-----QITQLNVDVKAQKMYIRATRIG-PFYSYNETARENLNLINLYGLGYAVDLIAIARHFGVEYFPVPADQOQ

--------------------------LQTSGLVKGVETEFG--DEFEFQ-FPQANWENDIDISSLNKTFTKIVLVSCKYASLCEI-----TILIGNQFQGGYAVDLKIAELDKLGNFTFTFDGNDG

--------------------------LQSIGIVKGTVDENDR-----QYRPRQIATPAQFQDSV---SLANFTKIIIILSVPNKQVLQEAQDQ---QLEGNSQYEGYAVDLKIAELDKLGNFTFTFVNGGND

--------------------------FTNGGQIQGQWHVAEG--------LSMDHLYASNISDFFNTTTLVVTITILENPYMLKGNHQ-----EMEGRNDREYFGCVDMLKIAELILFNYKIRLVDGTV
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EKSRSKTVS--------------------------------------------------------------
KKKTRRIEK-------------------------------------------------------------
RVVIGRSSEEMREMAQGSGSSGSNNAGREKEARV----------------------------------
VED-----------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------------
LCGAGEPDQLAQLAQEAALVARGCTHIRVCPECRRFQGLRARSARGSEESLEWEKTTNSSEPE
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```
T

TM1
N--GKYNPETKQWDGIIRKLIDHHAAQGVCDLTITQMRRSVVDFTVFMMQLGIGSILHYKSPPEPKNQFAFLPEPVE
WVYIMFQALIMTALFVFIARLSYREWLP
NKYGSYDANTDEWDGIIRQDNANQIAGICDLTTQARSSVVDFTVFMMQLGIGSILSYKEPPPKDIAYAFINPYN
WLVFVMIAMMIFAALFGRIDQYEWDQP
QQYGKLDKQTQWNNGIIGEIINNADHGMCICDLTQARKAVIDFTVFMMQLGSILAYKSPPEPKNQFAFLEPVAF
WVWILISVFVMTFLKTIVARISKKMDWENP
NDYGSNKTNSTNSGLKLHEVWGRADLA1TDLTTSSREEVIDFSIFNMNNAILYVKPQFAPALFSTMDPFSSE
WVLYGIAVLGVSLCPFPIGRLSPIEWNDP
NDYGSNKTSTNMLREIMTRAGLA1TDLTTSSREQALDFTIFNMNNAILYVKPQFAPALFSTMDPFSSE
WVLWGFSFGLVGGFSLFPILGRLSPSEWDNP
GLYGAEFGNGG--WTFMGVELINGTNTALDVAAFTAEKEKVFDFKFMMLTGSLTVHMGKGFPGVFSLMPDFSA
WVLMLLAAYAVSCVPLAARLSYYEWYN

TM2
NPAIQD--PDELENIWNVNNSTLWAVGIVIGQUGCDILPRGPMHRTILGMWOFALLMLMLSTYNTAN
LAFLTSNKWQS1KSLQDIE--QDKVHFGSMRGGSTLSSTYSES
VENVNR--EMERQNIWHSLAALWLYLSLMLNZCDDILPRPLMRLLLTAFWVIFALLISSQTYIALKAFATTSSKIGSLDLD--QNKVQFGRGAISVYFSES
HPCNRED--PEVLENQRIWTNGTVASIMTAGCDILLPRSPQFRMFEATWIFIAAITIIANSTAN
LAFLTSKKMDES1TANLKLATA--QKKFPTGITYGSGTYNLLADSS
YPICIEEE--PEELENQFTINNLSWTGGALQGSEIAPKALSTRTISAIWFFVTLIMVSSYNTAN
LAFLTIEENPSTNSVKSIALDNKDDVYGATRGSTSRNFTYSTE
YPICIEEE--PEELENQFTINNLSWTGGALQGSEIAPKALSTRTVASSWFFVTLIMVSSYNTAN
LAFLTIEKPSLNSVSDLDANVGGVAKGTGSRNFTYSTE
HPCLRARPHILEQNYTLAGSNLFVPGCGFMQGQSEIPMRALSSTCVSGLWVFTLIIISSYNTAN
LAFLTVQMEVPPVESADDLAD--TNIETGITHGASTMTYFQNS

TM3
NDTDYQRQAWNQMDENPFEATSTNKEGVARRVKEGGYAGMTMELTSSTYNIERNCCDLTQIEGIEQEGKHYGLAVPLGSYRTNLSVSLQSLERGELQKMKNKWWKKN
NDTdNRMAWNMLDFFPDAFTKNNEEEGDVRKLKSTYAGMTMELTNQIYVQRNCETQTIGEGFKEKHICAIVPLNAFDRSNLSVIIILSERGELFKLBNKWWSN
NETVYKKLMNlNNDPFAKTYDNLEQDGVRKRGDYMETMTTLYHERQNCDCRLVSGKEFKHEHIAAVPGFAERNSLSVIALKLSERGELYDLKQQKWKNP
EEPIYKMKYLNNA--HFEMMLENNQTVDCVSGK--TKYAFMELTSSTIEFTVRECNLTKVDPLDEKGYGAIMVNKYPRYDKFNKALELQPQGTVIARKNWWNEV
AEERYKMNKMN--FQYLTEDMNGYMVNRKYN--TFAFLMELTSSTIEYNKRCENLKKIGDALDEKGYGAIMRKDWPHRGSKNALLELQEQCVLHIKNNKWNNEV
RYQTYQRMWYMQSKPSVFSVKTSTEEGIARVLNS--RFAFLSTMNETHRNLNCNTQIGGGLDHTKGYGIMPLGSFPRITELIALQIEFNRLEIILSKRKEEGG

TM4
NV--TCDS--YHEVDGGGDIEQLGVFVLAAGVGLIGVIGTPEFLWNVQNVAVEEERTPQAFKALEIFALKFWVRKKPKRIS--SDDKSSRRSRRS-----GSSRS
ES--TCDSNVPITDDQFMDVSGVLFLVLYVVGVLIVGGFAPLHVRJISVKECIIPMLAKAFVFIRFWLTRKHLIYTR--QRSDSTGUNGSLSEQSISSASS
NA--SCEFEEPDPTDFTDFEEILRGYFILYAGILFAFLIGTEFLYVQQValeurLTFKDAFFFKEIFVLFCLWVNNKRPVIAQTPISSRTPRTKRDSLRTPKS
GAGVSCKAKCGGDPSELEGVNLGIGYVVLGIGSITNISILCWMCFYVKKAKNYVEFPCCDAAEEIFRIIFRSERNPKJAQITivySRSRNQSSGITSRSLTLDSEEN
GTCIICALTEQPAPDTPLDMNLEQGFVLVYLIGSCALLYGITSWVFLVMKAAHRYVPLRDLAKEKFEQVFPDNNVYVFFLKNKSAISHRSRORSGSNSMSVSAVAQSESQ--
RC----PKEEDHRAGKLGMEINGIDLIVICLGLIAYAVFVAMTFWSTRSASEESEVSVCQEMQLE1LHRHASCVKSRTSRRRRRPPGGPSRSALLSLRBRERMLRNGK
```
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SKEKRSKTVS---------------------------------------------------------------
AKKKKTRRIEK-------------------------------------------------------------
SRRVVIGRSSEEMREMAQGSXSSGSNNAGRGEKEARV---------------------------------
MPVED------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------
LYSAGAGGDAQHGGPQRLLDPGPPSARPAAPTPCQTHVRVCQECRRIQALRASGAAGPRGLVPAEATSPPRPGFAGPRELAEHE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>GluRIIA</th>
<th>GluR-5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>MRLCPVVITYAFIIIGFLEGIALLGDDRNEITVGAIFYENEKE----IELSFDAQFREVNN--MKFSLERFVTIKRYMPTNDSPLLQQITCELEISNGVAATMEHTILLAQFLGLWTRDTSWALLYFLCYILQPQTAPQVLRIGGFETVENEPNEVEAFAVTSINRNRTLMPRTTLYDIQRINLFDSEASPRACDQLALGVAAL</td>
<td>FGPSKKAASDIVAIAWATGIPHEYDLKLEATQRQELQNHQSINVAPSLSVLSRAYFEIJKSNYERTFRTLTYETPEGLARLQDLMLNIQALNSDYVKLRLNDAYADFGPSHSSTIVQASIGNLEVPHIQTRKHPSTVDNK----DLYFINLQDYAAISRAILDLVLY-YNWKTTVVYDESTGLIRLQELIKAPSRYNIKIKIQOLPSNKG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td>DRYILKWEKDETFHEQRILDLCEPTLKLKLKLLVDSDEKQLGPFRWNWFLTHLDHTHGSLRDIYNEDEFDKANITSTVLKVDV----ANPFEERKRTTLDKVQILGNQTVLDAKLPLKEMKK--GKEFYVIFDCSHEETAEIEKLQLFTMGMTTEYHYYFFITLDLFALDELERY----YSGVNMGTWRLLIDNPHVSIIIEKWSMERLQAPPREPGL</td>
<td>PILYDAVLFASSArnvAAMQP--FHPNPNIJCGSSSPWLMGAFIVNEMKTISSDDEVEPHFKTENMKLDIYEGRIIHFNLIEIYKPTVEPMMWVTQNGKIKRLRLNLGMWTEAALMYDIVAMVIAAESHPASQTVSSLQCHRHKPWRLGPFRMNLIKEARWDQDLHITFNN----KTNGLRKFDDLNSLKEEGTKEIIGWNSNGLNMNTDNSK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>ELESAGTTQDFSQERKVTYTVTHYEFFYFMMKMDHENFRSKEKEYGAVDLSKLSELMEFDYFEMIVNRNGKYNP----ETKQWDGIIRKLIHIDHAAIQIGCDLITITQM1KSSN-----ITDSLANRILTVTVTILEEPVYMRYKSKDPKLYGNDRCFYQGECYGLKESLNSLNIQIEVYDKLVE--DQGKGQANQDGKEMNGMKKELSEIHLRASLAVAPLTVY</td>
<td>ELESAGTTQDFSQERKVTYTVTHYEFFYFMMKMDHENFRSKEKEYGAVDLSKLSELMEFDYFEMIVNRNGKYNP----ETKQWDGIIRKLIHIDHAAIQIGCDLITITQM1KSSN-----ITDSLANRILTVTVTILEEPVYMRYKSKDPKLYGNDRCFYQGECYGLKESLNSLNIQIEVYDKLVE--DQGKGQANQDGKEMNGMKKELSEIHLRASLAVAPLTVY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4</td>
<td>RRSVVDFTVFPMQLGISILHYKSPFEPKQNQFAPFLEPAVEWVIYWMIFAQILMTLAFVFIARLSYREWLPNPFAIQDPELEINWNPNSTLWLMVGSIMQQGDILPR</td>
<td>ELESAGTTQDFSQERKVTYTVTHYEFFYFMMKMDHENFRSKEKEYGAVDLSKLSELMEFDYFEMIVNRNGKYNP----ETKQWDGIIRKLIHIDHAAIQIGCDLITITQM1KSSN-----ITDSLANRILTVTVTILEEPVYMRYKSKDPKLYGNDRCFYQGECYGLKESLNSLNIQIEVYDKLVE--DQGKGQANQDGKEMNGMKKELSEIHLRASLAVAPLTVY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TM1</td>
<td>TM2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RRSVVDFTVFPMQLGISILHYKSPFEPKQNQFAPFLEPAVEWVIYWMIFAQILMTLAFVFIARLSYREWLPNPFAIQDPELEINWNPNSTLWLMVGSIMQQGDILPR</td>
<td>RRSVVDFTVFPMQLGISILHYKSPFEPKQNQFAPFLEPAVEWVIYWMIFAQILMTLAFVFIARLSYREWLPNPFAIQDPELEINWNPNSTLWLMVGSIMQQGDILPR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TM3</td>
<td>TM4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GPHMRLTGMWFFALMLMLSTYTANLAALTSNKWQISSIKSLQDLIPOKDVHPHSGRGGSTLLFFSSESNTDYGRAWAQNKMDFNSAPTSTSNKAVARVKEKGGYA</td>
<td>FLMETTSLYNIERNCDLTQIGEQIGEKEHYGLAVPLGSDYRTNLSVLSILQSERGLQKMKNNWKNNNVTCDHYEVDGDELSIIELGGMVFLAVGGLVIGVILGILLMESTSIEYVTQRNCHLTQIGGLIDSKGYYGTFIPGSPYRDKTIAAILQLQEGKLMMKKEKWVRGNGGCPEDNKEASEAGVNEIGFIVLAAGLVLWSFVAI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1-5b. Sequence alignment with predicted amino acid sequences of the postsynaptic receptor subunits at Drosophila NMJ (GluRIIA, GluRIIB, GluRIIC, GluRIID and GluRIE) and human’s kainate receptor subunits (GluR5, GluR6, GluR7, KA1 and KA2). Sequence comparisons are achieved to investigate the similarities of the each subunit of Drosophila NMJ and human. Since homologous sequences are different lengths, gaps are inserted to gain the best match. Clustal W2 is used for sequence analysis.
(Figure 1-5b cont.)

GluR-IIB
MHGLQFLVVLLALAIASG----------AEDTLVIKGAIFDFTEMLKAD----AFSAALEEVEN-----AIFALKLDAIKRYVTVDSTIVLDQDISCDLIGSGVAAT
MEHGTLLAQPGILWTRDTSWALLYFLCYILPQTAPQVRIGGIFETVENEPNVNEELAFKAVTSINRNRNIILMFNNTLYDIERINLFDSEASRRACDLALGVAAL

GluR-5
FGPSSKTNTSIDEVEVLCNMGTIPHLQFDWHPQGSSNREMNHQILTVNVAPEMEFLSAASFIDLASKTFDWSFZTIAYERSSSHILRLHILAWKQLHAKGIFQMEFERGD
FGPSHSSSVSAVSQXICNEALEVEPHIQTRKHPFSDSNK-----DLFYINLYPDHYAIASRIADLDVLY----YNKTVTIVYEDSTGLRLQELIKAPSRYNIKIKIRQLPSGN

-DYRILWKSRENNAREKFVLLDCPSDILVDVINASIGNYMTGFSLHNIILNLDTHLSGDIGF-YSRDFTVAVAVAAAIRITYVFPVHVDEIDVFDNSVDTFFSS-LGSQL
KDAKPLLKEMKKGKHFVFYVIPDCSHETAAAILKQILFQMGMTMTEYYHYFTTLDLFALDLELYRYSGVNMTGFRILINDNPHVSETEKSWMERLQAPPREPETGLLDGM

VYDSIVLDFYNALLEISQRPFG-----FYIPNFSRGG-GWQGPRQVEQMKQITPKMVKPFKTQRLQINADGQBEDFNLEVYNPIIDTVTHIWNKEFQLVDFKEKREN
MTTEALMYDAVYMVAIASHRAAQILTVSSLQCHRHKPWRLGPRFMNLIKEARWGDLGTGHTFN-----KTNGLRKDFFDLIISLKKEGTEKIG--------1WNSNSGLN

STQALKQRLQNGKDFSBQRPITVYATVRGKVYFSWREEPEGVSYHENTFEGYAVDILYMAEQCKEFDNFEVPRLNKBGDYRTANDTWDGIERQILIDNNAQIGICT
MTDSNKKDSNITTDILANK---TLLTIVTTEEFPHYMRRSDK-----FLYNGRERNFICYLQDLSKELNSNLGIFYVDKLVPDGDQYGAQND-KGEWNGMVEKLDHLRADDLAV

ΔLTITQARRSVVVDTPFVFFQGMLGISRILSYKEPPKAIAYFNLNPYNAEYWLFVMIAMMITAFAVLSIPTGIDQYEDWDPVENVNRERQN1WHSNALSMLWLVLSMNLQ
PLTITYVREKVIFDSKFPMTGLISGILRPKPGNTPGQTFVSVPLNLSPDDIWMYVLLACLGVSVCVFVIARFPYEWYNPHCPNPDSDVVENFTTLLNSFWFVGALMQQ

GCDLLFRGLPMRLLATFWIFALLISQTYIAKLAATITSSKIAQDIGSLHLVDQNKVFQGTRGATSSYFSESDTNRMAWKNMLFPKDAFTKSNENECVDRVK
GSELMPKALSTRVGGIWFFTTLIISSYTANLAAFLTLVERMESPSADLAIKCTKOEYVAGRDGSTMTFIFKISKISTYEKMMAPFSSSRQQTALVRNSEDGIQRVL

ΔSKGYATFLMEETNLQHYVQRNCETLQIGESGFEKHYGIAVPLNADFNSLVSQIGLRSEKELFKLRNKWNSNECDSNVPIDDGQFDMSVGGGLFVFLVGV
TDD-----YALLMESTSIEVYVTQRNCNLTIQGGLIDSKYGGVGTPGSPYRDITAILAQILOEKKLMHKMKWNRNGNCGPEDIKD-----EASALGVENIGGIIFIVLAAGL

VVVLGVVGAELWHQVRISVKEIKPMLALAKAEYFVIRFWLTRKPLHTYRQSRDSTSTGYSSLEQITSASSAAKKKKTTRIEK
VLSVFVAIGEFYKSRKNDIEQCLSNAIMEELGISLK----------NQQKIKKSRTKGKSSKSFTSLTCHQRTQRKEVTA--
MKKELSGNSSARWPQMFGGNSREAGMWQRILLLGCMWSAFFMCSRGQQGIN-IGAPFYDDELE-----LEKFMTVVENAIENGPISEQTMRFRPAPAQLRERDGSVTM
------------------------MEHTGTLAQPGLWTRDSWALLYFLCYILPQTAPVIRIGGIFTETVENEVNPVEELEAKFATVSIRNRNMPNTLTLTYDIQLRINLDFS

EHACDLIDNGVAAIFGPSKKAASDIVALVCNSTGPHIPEFIDSESIGAEKPNHQMTLNLFPQAIALSKAYADIVQNGWKFKTVTVDYADDARAAARLQDLQQQLREV
RRAACDQLALGVAALFGPSHSVSVAQVSIQALEVPHIQTRHKHPHSVWNKD-----LYINLYNPDAISRAIDLQLYYNWKTVTVYEDSTG-----LIRLQELIKAPS

HNDVVRVRKFKH-DRDFRWMKSI-RGER--RVLVDCEPNMLVLELLNSTSEFGLTQYHNHIQFTNLNTYTDHEEELAADDNETFAVNTAAARLLVNPDPFPPYSLPYGV
YNIKIKIRQLPSGNKDAKLLEKMKKGEFYVFIVDFCSGETTAEEILKQILFQMHMTEYYHYFFLTDLDFALELYRYS-----GVNMTGFRLLNIDNPHVSSIEKWS

TQRDNIVYEEDPFRQIHDALQLFASQSWRNASFFYDPRMVVFRTICFDAAUSGGRTWAMGHYARLMKGSQVNNNTFRTSILQFDELGQSIIFNIEVYDPDL
MER-----IQAPPRPETGLDLGMMTEAAIAVMAYMAIAS--HRASQLTSSLQCHRHPWRLGPRFMNLKEAR-----WDGLTGHTFKNKTNGLRKDFDLIILSLK

GIGIAWDPFQITTQLTVDKNVHAKQKMIYRVATK------IGGIFSYNRETARLNLGNAVLYQHYAVLDIAAIHVRGFYEVVFVPADQQYKGLDKETKQWNGI
EGTEKIG1WNSGSLNMNTSDKKNSSITDSANRTLTVTIEEFYYMRKDKFL--YGNDREGYCDLLEKLNSNIIFLFYDVKLVDPKYGZ-AQNKBKGEWNGM

(Tigure 1-5b cont.)

M1

M2

M3

M4

GluR-IC

GluR-5

EELRGIFFTLYAGILLAFLIGITEFLIVYQQVALERLRTFDFKDKFKEIRFVLCVWNRRKPIVAGTPISSVRTTPRSLDKSLRTPKSSRRVVIJREREMMAQG
ENIGGIFVILAGALIVSVFAIYGIFYIKSRKNNDIEQCLSNAIMEEGLISLKNQQKIK--------KKSRTKGSSTSILCTHQRRTQKRFEA---------
SGSSSGSNNAGRGEKEARV

------------------------

------------------------

------------------------

------------------------
Figure 1-5b cont.

---MHFCWISLIILSRSVQAQFYGGNAYEASGQSIIRLGE---LITDDATDRIRQTFHAISVNN---ELGVPLVGETEQVAYGNSVQAFACLRLMQRGSGVGVVF
MEHTLALAGPLLWTRDTSWALLYFCLYLQTPAQLVRIGGIETTVENPVNVEELAPKFProvidsTisRNRLLPMPNTTILDYQIRNLFSPERAAACDQALQLGAALL
FGPSHSSSVSAVQISICALEVPHIQRWKKPVNSKDLFYINLYDPDVAISRAEOLSLYHTVTVVEYESTGLITQLROLEIKAPSRYINIKIRIQPS-GNNDAK

SVLRRIRKSEDSTVRVGGTSSTGVAELLRQAQQVIGMNEQVDYIIGNILNHTDFLEDQYESAILEIKLDHMTRYIKIPVIIKVRMYRDLNLAGNYK

MALTDAVRVIAETTILLRPQQMLCERSHIDNVQPDGSTFRNMSLRSLEIKEKTITGRYFERGVRKGGFFDVFIELQTSGLKVGTWEGKDFEFQRPPQAVNFDIA

AALMYDAVMVIAISHPRASQLTVSSLQRHRKPRW-LLGRFMNLNEARHDLTHTFNT---------FNLHPSDLNDVQFIEWSRFICYESAELYKILDHLMTRYGIGPV

DDGSVLNKTIVLISVATKSYALSVESIDTLIGNNQFQGYVDDLKIPFIFRGRGDNGYSFKNKTNSTGMLKEIVEGRADLAIITDITISREEEVDFPS

---SLAKRTLIVT1-ILEEPYVMYRSDKIPLYGRNFDECGYCLLLEKLSNLIFIGYFDYKLIVERVPQYGACNGKEWNGMVKELIDHRADLAVAAPITITYVREKVIDPS

TM1

IPFMNGLIAILYVKQKAPALFSFDPFSETTYLWYGLIAVLGVSCLFFIGRSLPSWEWDNPYFICEEPEELENQFTINNLWFTTGLALQQQGSEIAPKALTSTRITS

KPFMTLIGISLYRKPNGTNPGVFSFNLPLSPDIWMYVLLACLVGSCVLFLVIAFRTPWEYNPHFCDPWSDVVENNFTLNSFWGVYGLMQQGSELMPKALTSTRIVG

TM2

AIWWFSTLDMVSSYATANLAALFTIENPTSPINSVKDLDDKDDVYGAKRTGTSTRNFFSTSEEIYIKMNAYLNAHPELMMENNOQQDVKVSGTYAFLMESTSI

GIWWFTLLIIISSYATANLAALFTVERMESPIDAADDLQKTIEYGAVERDGTSMTFFKSKISTEYKWMASESSRQQTALVNSDEGIRQVLT-TDYALLMESTSI

TM3

EFNTVKECNLTKVCDPLEDKCGYIAMVKNVWYRDKFNKALLELQEEQVLARLKKWWNEVAGVCASKSDDGPSLEGDNDLSIYVVLVGISSIIISILCWCF

EYVTQRNCNLTQICIGLDSKGYGVGTPIGSYRDKIITAILQLQEEGKLMKMCWORBNGC---PEEDNKEASALGVENIGFIIVLAAGLVSFVAIGEIYK

TM4

VYKAKNYEVPFCDALAEFFRIVIRFSENRPLKSAQSIMYSRNSSQSIESLKTDSNEENMPVED

SRKNNIDEQCLSNAINFELGISLRKNQKIK---KKSRTKGGSKSFTILCHQRTQKETVA---
(Figure 1-5b cont.)

**GluR-IIE**

| MFFNHVILWSLSIHSVNAQYENFGYDNYQSLSESVPIG--ILLTDQNEQMNIVFDHAIIVN---QEVGTSLTSLEKNEVNYGDAYQSYGKLCRMLETGTA
| --MEHTGLQAQPGLWTRDSTSWALLYLPCYITAPQTAPVLRIGGIFETVEPVPNVEELAFAKFAVTSINRNRTLMPNNTLYDIQRINLFDSFEASRRAACDQLALGVA

**GluR-5**

| GVFPSRHSHTAVHMSICDMDIPIHYSYMSENAG------FNLHPHPADALKALYSLTEFNPWTRFIFLYEESAAYNILNLETTMLKGGSTVTITLRYDMLQNLNGN
| ALFGPHSSSSVSAVQLNCSQRTESVRDDCSSFKNYNRTLALQDRLTTGGIYPEGN--VRKGYHLDVIELQPSGVKGVLEQWDMDRQYPQRLAPTTA
| TEALMYDAVYMQAILHASQAQPQTQVSSLQCHRKPWR-LQPRFMPNLIKEAPWDG--LTGHIFTNKTNGLRKDFDLDISSLKKEETGIWNSNSGLN--MTDSNKD
| QFDSVDNLSANFILLTSVPNKAYAQVLTYKQLECGNSQEGYGVDDLYLKEALDGLGFFTFVNGGDYGSYNKSTNEGMREITGRADLAIJDTLITTSREMQA
| KSSNITDLSANRRLIVIT--LEEFYVMYRSKDSFLYNGNCRFEGYCLDLLEKLSNLIGFYIDVKVLPDGKQAQMGKEWNLKEMELHDRAADLAVFLMTYVRKV

**TM1**

| LDFTIFPMNLIGIALYLFQKQATFEELFTFMDFSSBEVWFGLFSFLGVSLSFFFFFFFFPSEWDPYPCIEEEPEELENQFTLGNSTWFTTGGALLQGSEIPKALST
| IDFSKFMTGLISILYRFAGNTFGVPSFLNPLSDIWMYVLLACLGVSCVFVIAKRTIFYEWYNPCNPDSDVVENNFTLLNSFWFVGALMQQSGEIPKALST

**TM2**

| RTVASFWWFTTLIVVSSYLANAAFLTIEKFQSLINSVDDLADNKGDVYVAGKTGSTRNFMTSABERYKKNKFMENFQYLTENNAMEGVRNVRKTNSHYAFLMES
| RIVGGIWFSTLIIISSYLANAAFLTVERMESPIDSLALDQCTKQIEYGAURDGSTMFTFKISKISTYKKMWAHEAESRQQTALVRNSDGIQVRLTJYALLMES

**TM3**

| TSIEYNKRECNLKIGDALKDEKGYIAMRKDWHRKGFFNALLNELQEQGVLEMKMNKWNVEVTGICATKEDAPDATPLDMNNICGFRFVLLVGSACCALLYGIISW
| TSIEYTVGRNGLQGIGLISMKGYGVTPIGSPYRDKITIALQICEGKHLHMMKMKKNWNGE----CEPEEDNKESAGVENIGPARFLAAGLVLSVFVAIGEF

**TM4**

| VLFVMKKAHHYRVPLRALDEKEFQFVDFNNYVRVLKNSASIYSRSRQSMSMSVASVAQESO--IYKSRKNDIEQCLSFNAIMEEGLISLKNKQIKKKSRTKGKSSFTSILTCHQRTRQRKETVA

**GluR-IIE**

| MFFNHVILWSLSIHSVNAQYENFGYDNYQSLSESVPIG--ILLTDQNEQMNIVFDHAIIVN---QEVGTSLTSLEKNEVNYGDAYQSYGKLCRMLETGTA
| --MEHTGLQAQPGLWTRDSTSWALLYLPCYITAPQTAPVLRIGGIFETVEPVPNVEELAFAKFAVTSINRNRTLMPNNTLYDIQRINLFDSFEASRRAACDQLALGVA

**GluR-5**

| GVFPSRHSHTAVHMSICDMDIPIHYSYMSENAG------FNLHPHPADALKALYSLTEFNPWTRFIFLYEESAAYNILNLETTMLKGGSTVTITLRYDMLQNLNGN
| ALFGPHSSSSVSAVQLNCSQRTESVRDDCSSFKNYNRTLALQDRLTTGGIYPEGN--VRKGYHLDVIELQPSGVKGVLEQWDMDRQYPQRLAPTTA
| TEALMYDAVYMQAILHASQAQPQTQVSSLQCHRKPWR-LQPRFMPNLIKEAPWDG--LTGHIFTNKTNGLRKDFDLDISSLKKEETGIWNSNSGLN--MTDSNKD

**TM1**

| LDFTIFPMNLIGIALYLFQKQATFEELFTFMDFSSBEVWFGLFSFLGVSLSFFFFFFFFPSEWDPYPCIEEEPEELENQFTLGNSTWFTTGGALLQGSEIPKALST
| IDFSKFMTGLISILYRFAGNTFGVPSFLNPLSDIWMYVLLACLGVSCVFVIAKRTIFYEWYNPCNPDSDVVENNFTLLNSFWFVGALMQQSGEIPKALST

**TM2**

| RTVASFWWFTTLIVVSSYLANAAFLTIEKFQSLINSVDDLADNKGDVYVAGKTGSTRNFMTSABERYKKNKFMENFQYLTENNAMEGVRNVRKTNSHYAFLMES
| RIVGGIWFSTLIIISSYLANAAFLTVERMESPIDSLALDQCTKQIEYGAURDGSTMFTFKISKISTYKKMWAHEAESRQQTALVRNSDGIQVRLTJYALLMES

**TM3**

| TSIEYNKRECNLKIGDALKDEKGYIAMRKDWHRKGFFNALLNELQEQGVLEMKMNKWNVEVTGICATKEDAPDATPLDMNNICGFRFVLLVGSACCALLYGIISW
| TSIEYTVGRNGLQGIGLISMKGYGVTPIGSPYRDKITIALQICEGKHLHMMKMKKNWNGE----CEPEEDNKESAGVENIGPARFLAAGLVLSVFVAIGEF

**TM4**

| VLFVMKKAHHYRVPLRALDEKEFQFVDFNNYVRVLKNSASIYSRSRQSMSMSVASVAQESO--IYKSRKNDIEQCLSFNAIMEEGLISLKNKQIKKKSRTKGKSSFTSILTCHQRTRQRKETVA
Figure 1-5b cont.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GluR-IIA</th>
<th>GluR-6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RCPVVIYAPIGLEGITALGDDRNIEITVCAFYENEM</td>
<td>--KIELSFDQAFREVNMKFSELRFIKYRMPPTNSFLLQQITCELINSNGVAAAFTMKIIIFPSNPVFRRTKLLCCLLWIGYSQTHVLRFYGGFIEYVESGPMGAEALFRAFVAVNTIRNLRTPLNNTLTDQKINLYDSEASAKKADQGSGVAAAIF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPSKAASDIVAQIANATGPHIEYDLKLEATRQELQHQMSINVAPLSVLSRAYSFIKESMYWRFTPFTLYETPEGLARLQDMIQALNSDYVLRLNADYADD</td>
<td>---DFSYVSLYFPDSLRSAILDLQF-FKWKVTTVVYDDSTGLIRLQELRAAPSRYNLRLKIRQLPADTQK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YRILWKETDETHQRIQLDLCEPKTLKELLKVSIFDKLQGIPNRWFLTHLDHTSNGLIRDIYQEDFQAK-ITSVRLKVDANFREKKRLTQVDQILGNNQTMLPILI</td>
<td>---DFSYVSLYFPDSLRSAILDLQF-FKWKVTTVVYDDSTGLIRLQELRAAPSRYNLRLKIRQLPADTQK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AKPLLKENKRAKEFHVIFDCESHMAAGILQALAGMMTEYHYIFQDLDVFLALFTVQYINSVGVNMFFRIFI1NTFQQVSSHEKWSMERLQAPPPDSSGGLLQGM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YDAVVLFASSAPNINIPAMQFPFPPNR---HCQSSSFWMGLAFIYNEKMTISEDDVEPFHFKTENMLREYGQRHZFNLIEKYTPVEPMMVWTFDNGIKRKLNNLED</td>
<td>---DFSYVSLYFPDSLRSAILDLQF-FKWKVTTVVYDDSTGLIRLQELRAAPSRYNLRLKIRQLPADTQK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTDALMYDAAHVVSVAVCQFPQMTVSSLQCNRHKPWFPGFTRFSLSIKEAHWEGLITGRITFN---KTNGLRTDFDLVDLISLKEEGLKEKHTDPAASGLNMES-ARGK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAGTTQDFSEQRKVTVTHTEEKPFSMFHMKTISIDFKSYMMKFDEFYMIVMNQ---KYNPETKQWDGIIRKLIDHAQIGVCDLTLITQMRRSPANITDLSK---RLISVTILEEVPFILKDFLICYGNDREGEQCIDTRELSTIGEYVRELVEDKGADEQDANGQMNVMREDLHADKALAVAPLAITYVREK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VVDFTPFMQLGISISILHYKSEPKNQFAFLEPAEAVVNYMIFQALMTLAFVFARLEWPALPNEAIQBDDELENAWSMTWLMGSIMOQCQCDILRGPVIDFSSPFMLGISISILYRKPQGTPFVSIFNPLSPLSLNNYILLAYLGSCVFLVFEQFYPYEVNHEVSDCNIPSSTTVVENFTLNSFQVFQGQLMQGSELMEKALS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TM1</td>
<td>TM2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VVDFTPFMQLGISISILHYKSEPKNQFAFLEPAEAVVNYMIFQALMTLAFVFARLEWPALPNEAIQBDDELENAWSMTWLMGSIMOQCQCDILRGPVIDFSSPFMLGISISILYRKPQGTPFVSIFNPLSPLSLNNYILLAYLGSCVFLVFEQFYPYEVNHEVSDCNIPSSTTVVENFTLNSFQVFQGQLMQGSELMEKALS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TM3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRILTCMWFPAFIALMNLSTYTANLAAFLTSNKWQSIKLQDLEIQDKVHFSGMSRGSTSLFFSESDTDYQAQNWMKDFPSAFTSMTKOSVVRKKEKGMYAFLMTRIVGSIWFEFTLLIIITSSYTANLAAFLVTVERMESPIDASSDKAQTIASEGADGATMFFKSKISTYKMI1AFMSRRQ5VLSNVEGIOQVILTS---DYAFILM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TM4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETTSIYNIERNCDLTQJIGEQIGEKHYGLAVPLGSYRTNLSISLQSERQGKWINMKKWKNINVTSYDHEVSGDELSIEELGGVVLPLAGVGLIGKIIIGEFSTTIEFVQROCNLTIQICGLIDSKGYGVTFMPSYIRDAITIAQILEQEEGLKMMEKMKWRAG---GCPHEESKEASALGVQNIIGGFLVLAAGVLVLSXVFAVGEF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| EWNVQVFFEERRTVFWQAFKAELIFALKFYWRKPKMRISSSSSKSSSRRSSGSRRSSKERSKTVS | EYKSKKNNQLE-----------------------------KESSIWLVPPYHPDTV-----------------------------
(Figure 1-5b cont.)

GluR-IIB

------------MHLGQLVLALLAIAASGANEKTLVIRIGAFIFDTMEMKLaDFASAILEEVN----------AFNALKLDAIKRYTVTDDSIVLQDIDCDILIGSGVAAIF

GluR-6

GPSSKTNSDIVEVLNMTGPHLQFDWHPQSNRERNMNHQLTVNAPMELFLSAAPSILDASKTGFDKSFTAYERSHHSLRLQHILAWKQLHKAGIKOMQERFG-D

GPSHSSSANAVOCSIGNALGVHIQTRWKHQVD-----NKDSFYVSLYPDFFSLSRAFDLDLVQKFWMKVTYVYDDSTGLRLQELIKAPSRYNLRHKLIRQLPADTK

DYRIWKRNARENKEFYVLDCPSDILVDVNA3IGYNMTGSNHLFLTLDTHLSIDGFYSRDFTVVAAVAVR--IRYTVVPPVHDEIDVFDNSDTRFSSSLGLQVO

DAKPLKEMRKGKEFHVIFDCHSAAGILQALAMGMTEYHYIFFTTLDFALDFEPRYSGVMTGFRILNTENTQVSSIIEKWSMERLQAPPFDSGLLDGM

YDSIVLFYNALLEIS----QRFGEYPNFSQCGSR-FWQPGLVEQNKQITPKMVPPFKTQRLQINADQREDFNLEVYNIILRVTWHTNKEFQLVDFEKRENS

TTDAALMYDAHVHSVAVQQFQMTTVSSLQQNHKPRWFRGTFRMSLIEAHWEGLTPRIFN-----KTNGLRTDFDLDVILSKEEGLEK1G--------TWDFASGLNM

TQALKQRLQNKEDFSQKPJRYPYTVATRKGKYFSNREEPGVHYEGERFNERFEGAVDLIMYMLAQECFDNFEVRDNKYSQANTDEWGDIRQLIDNQAIGICD

TESQKGKPANITDSLNSR---SLIVTTILEEYFLFVDDSKD---PLYNDRFECCFIDDELRDISTLIGTYEIRILVERGKYAQPDANGQWNGMVRELHDKADLAVAP

LTITQARSVVFDTPVMQLGILSISEYKEPPADIYAFINPYNAYAVLFWMIAMITAFALIFITCQYEDQVENVRERMOSNHWEISNALWVLQGSMNQG

LAITYVREKIDSFKPFMTLGLSISLYRKPPNGTVGFSFNSIFLSPDFIMNYILLYALGPSVCQFLLARFSPYEWSNHPCNFDSVDDVENVFTLSFSGVQMQOQG

TM3

CDLLEPGPMRLTAFWNIALLISSOYLAIALIFLTTIISSQKSIAGIDSLHDLVDQNKVFIGNGTVFESNSDTRNMA--NKMILSKPVDAFTKVNNEEVDKVL

SEIMPAKASTRIVGIDDIFTTILIISSYTANLAAFLTVERNEMPSADDILAQTKIEYGAEDGATMTFSSKKISYDKAMFSRSFQSVLWKSNEEIQRVLT

TM4

SKGTYAFLMETTNQYVQRNCETQTIGESFGKHYGIAVPLNADFRSLVSVGILRLSERCEIFKLRNKWFNSNESTCDSNVPTIDQEQMDSVSGLLVSVLVGVV

SD--YALMESTTIEFVQ apocalypse SLSKIGSGYVGTPMSPYRDKITAILQEQGKLMHMMKWKRGNCPEEE--SKEASALGYQNIIGITIYLAAGLY

VGLVIQAGAEFLWHVQRISVKEK1PMLAKAEFYFVIRFWLTLRKPLHTYQSRDSTSTGYSSLEQITSASSAKKTKKTRRIEK

LSVFVANCFELYSKKNQALEKESIWLVPFPYHPDTV---
MKKELSGNSSARWPQMFGGNSREAGMWQIRLLGCMWEIFMCRSFGQVIN--IGAFFYDDELELEKFMRTVNAINGPSESQTMRFPYPLIRLRKPEDGSVTMQEHA------MKIIIPFILSNPVFRRTKLCLLLWIGSGQTTTLVRGFGEYEVGSEGPMGAEELARFAVNTINRRNRTLLPNTTLTYDTQKINLYDSFEASKKA

CDLIDNNGVAAIFGSSKAASSIDIVALVNCNSGTPHIEFDSDIGIQAEPKNHQMTNLPLPAQAIALSKAYADIVQNFGRKFTIVYADARRAARLQLDQLQLREVHND

CDQLSLGVAAIFGPSSHSSSANAVQSCINALGVPHIQTTRWKH---QVSDNKSDFYVSPYDFSSLRALDLVQFHKWTTVVYDDSTG---LIRLQELIKAPSRYNL

VVRVRFKHWD-FDFRWVWKSIRGER--RVVLDCEPNMLVEELLNSTEFGTLTQYNHIPILNLETYTDHELLEAADNETFAVNTAARLLVNPDPFFPSPYGLTVQOR

RLKIRQLPAOITKDAPLLEKMKRGEKFHVIFDCSHEMAAGILQALAMGMTEYYHIPITDLFLADLYEPYRS---GVNMTGFIRNTENTQVVSSIEKWSMER

DNIVYESSDFPRTLIDLIDHLIDHDLQFAQSWDNASFFYPDRMVPRITCDFAASGGRTWAMGRYIDRMLMKGTSGVGNNTFRTSILQFEDDQRIIFNIEVYLDPLQG--

---LOAPPKPDLSGLDGFMTTDDALMYDAVHVVSVAQQ-QPQMT---VSSLQCNHREPFQF---TRFMSLIKENAWEELTGRIFNKTNGLTDFFDLDVSLKEEGL

IGIAIWDFPQRQITQLNVDVQAKQKKMIYRVA-----------IPFPYSYNETARENLNTGNALEYQYAVDLIDIAIRHVFGEYFVVPADQYGKLDKTKECNQNIIGEBKIGTNDPAEGTVNMTIRNLKAGKNFTMANTSELFFKKNASQKEQYDLARYGQDANGQWNGMRE

IINNDAHMGICDLTTQQARTKAVDTFTVPQMLGLVSILAYKSPHVEKTLDAYLAPFGEEWVINLISVFMTFIKTIVARIKMDNENPHPCNRKPEVLNQWRIHT

LIDHKADLAVAPALITYVREKVIDSFPSMTGLISLYRFPNGTNFQGVSFLNPLSDTMYTLLAYGSCVFLVFIARFSPYEMYNPFCNPSDSVVENNTLLNS

TM1

GILTVASINTAGCDLERSPQVQFMFEATWMIPFHIIANSYTANLAFLEXSSMKGSSKAKLDSAOQKVKFTGIFTYQGTSYNNLADSNETVYRLAFJMLNMDPSAYT

FWGCQIALEQQIASEMEKSKALTVISVTGGBIFWTPILLISSYTANLAFLETRHPADDILAKQTKIEGAVEDGATMTFFKKSISTYDKMWAFMSSRRQSVLV

TM2

KDNLLEGVRVRKNGRDYFMFIEMTTTLEHREQCNDSLRSVGEKFEKHAYIAVFGAEYRSNLSVAILKLSEGERGELYDLKQKWNKPNASCFEEDDDAPDPMTEEEL

FSNEEIQIRVLTS--DAFLMEStTIEFVTQRNCNLQTIGGLIDSKGYGVTMPGSMYPRDITIALQLQEEGKHMMEKMRW---GNGCPEEESKEASLGVONI

TM3

RGFYTYAGILIAFLGITEFIVYQQVALERLTFFKDAFKEIRFVCWNNRKPIVAGTPISSSRTRPPRSSLKLSDKRTPKSSRRVVIGRSSEEMREMAQGSGS

GGEPVTVAAGLVLSPVAVGEPFLYKKNACDE-------------------GSSGNNAGRGEKEARV

SSGSNNAGRGEKEARV

(Figure 1-5b cont.)
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**GluR-II D**

```
--MHFCWISLILSSLRVQAQFYGGNAVAYAASSGQSIRLG-----LTDDATDTRQRFTEHAI5VNN-----ELGVPLGVGETEQVAYGNSVQAFOLCRLMQLSGGSGAVF
MKIIFPSLSNPVFRRTOKKLCLLLCLWIGYSGQTHVLRFGIFYEVESGPMGAEAEAFRAFVANTINRRTGLNPNTLLITDTQKINLDFEASKCADQQLSLGVAIF
```

**GluR-6**

```
GPAAKHTASHLLACDSKIPFPIYP4LSWGSNNPDG----FNLHFSPEIDAYVDMVQFEWRSRFIFCYESAELYKLIDHLMTYIGIKGPKVVRMYDLNLNGNYS
GSHPSSSANAVQISNALGVPPIQITW3KHHQVSDNKDSFYVLSPDFSLSLRAILDLVFFKLTQTVTVYDSTGLIRQLGELKAPRSYNLRKLIRQOLPQDK-DAKP
```

**TM1**

```
FISIPFMNLGIALYVKPQLPFALFSMDPFSSFEMILYLGALYGVSLCFCF1HGLSHIELDNYFGIEPEELNENQFTINNSLTFGALLQOOGSHEAPKALSTRT
FSKPFMTLGISILYRKPNGTNFVGFSFPNLPSSPHTYILLAYLGVSCVFVIAKFSPEWYNPHCPNPSDVENVNFTLLNSFWGVALQGSGSEMPLKALSTRT
```

**TM2**

```
TM3

```
ISAIWFPFLLIMVSVYTANLAAFIPENSPINSKDLADNKKDVQYGAKRTGSTTRFSTSEPIYIKMNEYLN-AHPEMLMMNQQGQGKVSKSYAFLMEST
VGGIWFPFLLIISSVYTANLAAFLMTVERMSPIDSADDLAKOT-KIEGYAVEDGATMTFKKSKISTYDKMWFSSRQRQLVKSNEEGIQRVLTD-SDYAFMEST
```

**TM4**

```
SIEFNTVRECNLTGVGDLEKGYGAMVKNWYPYRDKNKALELQEQEVDLARLKNKWNVEQAGVCASAKDDGPSELGVDPNL5QTVYLVISIISIIISILWC
TIEFVIQRNCNLTQIGGLIDSKGYGTVPMGSPYRDKITIAIOLQOEQK1HMMKKEWWGNRCFEEESKE----ASALVGQCHGGIFIVLAAELVL5VAVG7RFL
```

**FFVYKKA**

```
FFVYKKA

```

**KSIS**

```
KSIS

```

**EKESSI**

```
EKESSI

```

**XLWPPYHPD**

```
XLWPPYHPD

```
(Figure 1-5b cont.)

GluR-IIE

-------------MFFNHVFVILWLSFLSIHISVNWFAQYENFGDYNYQSLVESFGLLLTDQNTEQMIVFDHALVDQANLEVQGVTSLLTSLKEEVEVNYGDAYQSYGKLCRMLLET
MKIIFIPLFNVPFRRTVLLCLLWIGYSGTTHVLRFFG--IFEYVESGPMQAEELRFAVNTNIRNRTLPPN------TTLYDIFQKINLYDSFEASKACDQLSL

GluR-6

GIAGVGFPSRSSRTAVHSICMDADPHIYSYMSENAEG------FNLHPHAADLAKALYSLITEFNNWTRFIFLYESEYILNILNELTMLGLKSGTVTVLRYDMQL
GVAIAFPGSSHSSANAQVSIQNALQPHIQTRWJKQLQSDKDSFVYVSLYPDFSLSRALDLVQFFKWTVTDDTSTGLIRLQELIKAPSRYNLRLKIRQLPACUT

NGNYQVLRVRKSVNRVIVGSSATTMEFPLNQAQQVQI11E6EDYKIIINGDHFLSDFLEEYKSEANITGLLFLSPKMAVKEKLMKGYPTQDEFFNGS------C
K--DAKPLLKHMKRGEFHVHIFDCSHEMAAGILQALAGMMETEYHYIEFTTLDFALDVDLYRYSQVNMTRGLNTENTQVSSIEKWSMERLQAPPFPDSLQDGLDG

PITVEMALTYDAVQLFAQTLKNNFLFKPMQNCQSQRTESVDDGSSFKNYMRQTLRQTLRLLGPIYFEGN--VRLKSYHLVIEQPSGIVKVTWDDBQYRPQLRAP
FMITDAALMLYDAHHSVSVQAVQFFQMTVSSLQCNHPKFWF-FGTRFMSLIKEAHWEG--LTGRIFTNKTNGLRTDFDLVDILKEGLETIGTWDPASGLN--MTES

TTAFDSDVDNSLNKTFIULLSVPNKFQALQAVETYQKEQNQSYEGYGDILKELDFKLGNFVNVNGN-DYGISYKTSTENMGLREIMTGRADLAILDLTITSE
QKQKFPANITDLSNKRSLIVTT-ILEEPEVLKSSKDFPLQYNDyhGECYGCIDRLRLDLSQTEY1RELVEGKYAQDDANGCWNGMVRELIDHKLADLAVALAITYV

REQALDFITFLNLGIAYLFLKQATFFELFTMDFPSFSEKVLWTLFSGSLVSSFPILGLSIFSDENFEEFCEIEEPEELENQFTLGNSWFTTGLDLQQGSEIGFK
REKVIFDSFKFFMTLISILYRPQKNTGTFVSSFLNLPLDEIYMILLAYLVSCVLEFIAFSEY EWYNEHCPDSDVVENFTLLNFWFVGVGAIKQGSELMFK

TM3

ALSTRTVASFHWFFTFLVVSYYTANLAAFLTEPKQSLINSVDDLADNKDGVYYGAKKTGSTRTNMTSAEYKMKNNKFMSENPF-YLETDMEEGNVNVIUKTHYA
ALSTRVGIGWKFIFLIIISSYTNLAAFLTVERMESPADLAKQTK-IEYGAVEDGATMTFFKSKISTYDKMWAFMSRRQSVLKSNEQIQRVLT-SDYA

TM4

FLMESTSIEYNKRECNLKIGDALDEKGYIAMRKDWPHERGKFNALLELQEQQVLEKVKMKNWNEVGTICATKEDAPDATPLDMNNEE2FVFLVLSCCALLY
FLMESTTIEFVTQRNCLNTQIGGLIDSKGYGVTMGSMPYRDKITLIAITLQLQEEGKLMH4MKKWKWNGC----CPEEESKEASALGVNIGQFIVLAA-------

GIIWVLFWMKAHXHVVPLRDAIKEEFQVIDFNNYVRVLKNSASYRSRQSSMSVASVAQESQ---IVLSVFVAQGFYLXSKKNQLEKESWLVPPYHPDTV------------------
(Figure 1-5b cont.)

### GluR-IIA

```plaintext
-----MRLCPVVIYAFIIIGLEGIGALGGDDRNEITVAIFYNE---------KEIELSFDQAFREVNNMKFSELRFVTIRKRYMTNDSFLLLQITTCELISNGVA
MTPAWRRLSRVLWEYAWALLLVCAFIPDPSGMHPVIRIGGIFEYADGPNAQVMNAAHAFRFSANTINRNRLLLNPNTTLTYDQRIHFDSPFEATKACGDQLALGVV
AIFGPSKASDIVAQIANATGPHIEYDLKCLEATRQEQILNHQMINSAPSLVSLSRAYFEIIKSNYEWRTFTLPLTYETTEGLARLQLDLMNQAALNSDYVKLRNLADAY
AIFGPSQGCTNAVQSCIANELVPHIQVRLWKKHPLDNK----DTYFVNYLPDYASLASHAILDVLQY-LKWRASATVYDDSTGILRQELIMAPRSYNIKLIRQPLID
ADDYRILWKETDTEFHPIRLLDCPEKTLKELLKVSIDFLQGFRLWFLWHLDTHNSGLRDIYNEFDKAN---ITSVLKVDANPFERKKTRLTKVDQLGNQTM
SDDSPPLLKEMKR-GREFRIIFDCSHTMAAQILKQAMAMGEMTMEYHFIATTDLVYALDLEPYRSGVNLIGFRLVNYDNPVSAIEVEKWSMERIQAAPRSESGLLD
LPILIYDAVVLFPASSARNVIAAMQPFHPPN-RHGCSSSPWMLGAFIVNEMKTISEDDESVEPHKTENMKLDEYQGRIFHFNLEYIKPTVN---EMMVWFTPNGIKKRL
GVMMTDAALLLYDAVHIVSVCyQRAPQMTVNSLQCHRKAFLFGRFMRNFIFKEAQWEGLTGIVFN----KTSLRDTDFLDISSLKEDEGKLVGVSAPGLN---I
NLELESAGTGDFSEQRKVTYVTIVHEEFYFMMKEDHENFRGKEKEYAGYAVDLSKSELMEFDFYEMIVNGNGKYNP--ETKQWDGIRKLIDHHAQIGVCDFLITT
TEVAKGRPNVTSDLTNRSILITTVLEEEPVMFMRKSDRTLYGNDREFGCIFDKELLEAHILFGSEIREILV-DGYQAGQDQKQWNGMVKEILHDHKADILAVPLIT
```

### GluR-7

```plaintext
-----QLMRCPVVIYAFIIIGLEGIGALGGDDRNEITVAIFYNE---------KEIELSFDQAFREVNNMKFSELRFVTIRKRYMTNDSFLLLQITTCELISNGVA
MTPAWRRLSRVLWEYAWALLLVCAFIPDPSGMHPVIRIGGIFEYADGPNAQVMNAAHAFRFSANTINRNRLLLNPNTTLTYDQRIHFDSPFEATKACGDQLALGVV
AIFGPSKASDIVAQIANATGPHIEYDLKCLEATRQEQILNHQMINSAPSLVSLSRAYFEIIKSNYEWRTFTLPLTYETTEGLARLQLDLMNQAALNSDYVKLRNLADAY
AIFGPSQGCTNAVQSCIANELVPHIQVRLWKKHPLDNK----DTYFVNYLPDYASLASHAILDVLQY-LKWRASATVYDDSTGILRQELIMAPRSYNIKLIRQPLID
ADDYRILWKETDTEFHPIRLLDCPEKTLKELLKVSIDFLQGFRLWFLWHLDTHNSGLRDIYNEFDKAN---ITSVLKVDANPFERKKTRLTKVDQLGNQTM
SDDSPPLLKEMKR-GREFRIIFDCSHTMAAQILKQAMAMGEMTMEYHFIATTDLVYALDLEPYRSGVNLIGFRLVNYDNPVSAIEVEKWSMERIQAAPRSESGLLD
LPILIYDAVVLFPASSARNVIAAMQPFHPPN-RHGCSSSPWMLGAFIVNEMKTISEDDESVEPHKTENMKLDEYQGRIFHFNLEYIKPTVN---EMMVWFTPNGIKKRL
GVMMTDAALLLYDAVHIVSVCyQRAPQMTVNSLQCHRKAFLFGRFMRNFIFKEAQWEGLTGIVFN----KTSLRDTDFLDISSLKEDEGKLVGVSAPGLN---I
NLELESAGTGDFSEQRKVTYVTIVHEEFYFMMKEDHENFRGKEKEYAGYAVDLSKSELMEFDFYEMIVNGNGKYNP--ETKQWDGIRKLIDHHAQIGVCDFLITT
TEVAKGRPNVTSDLTNRSILITTVLEEEPVMFMRKSDRTLYGNDREFGCIFDKELLEAHILFGSEIREILV-DGYQAGQDQKQWNGMVKEILHDHKADILAVPLIT
```

### TM1

```plaintext
QMRQSVVDFTVPWFMGLISILHYKSSPEPKNOFAPFPFAFVEWIYMIFQALIMTLAFVIARLSYREWLPNPAIQDPDELEN1WNVNNSTWLMGSIQQGCDDL
HVREKAIDFSKFPMTLGVSLYRKPQNTNPQVPSFSLPNGPWTMYVLLAYGLGVCVLFIARFSPYEWYDAHFPCNGSEVENFTLNSWFGMGSLMQQGSELM
```

### TM2

```plaintext
PRGPHMRLTGMMWFFALMMMLSTYANTALLFLTSNWSSIKSLQLDIEEQDVHFGSMRGGSTSLFFSESNTDYQRAWQPMDFNPSAPSTNKECVAVRKEKGG
PKALSTRIGIIWFTFTLIIISSYANTLLAFLTVRMESEPIDSADDLAKQTKIEYAGVKGATMTFFKKSKISTFEKMQAFMSSKPSALVKNNEGIQALT--AD
```

### TM3

```plaintext
YAFMTESSLTYNIERNCDLDTQIGEQILEGKHYGLAVPLGDSDYRTNLSVISILQLSERELQKMKNKNWWKHNNHTCDSYHEVDGDLSTIELGGVFLVLAGGVLIGVIL
YALLMESTTIEVTGRNCHLTQIGGILDSKSGYLGPMGSYPRDKITAILQOEEDKLHIMKEKWWRGG--GCPEEENKEASALIQKIGGIFIVLAAGLVSVLV
```

### TM4

```plaintext
GIFEFILWNVQNAVEEERTFWQAPKAEILIFALKFWVRKFPMLRISSSDKSSRSSEGRRSSKEKSRSKTVS
AVGEFVYKLRTAEREQVS------------------------LRAWLSHRMGNSDR-----
(Figure 1-5b cont.)

**GluR-IIc**

MKKELSGNSSARWFQMFGGNSREAGMQRILLLMCMWASPFPNCRSRRGQQINGAFFYDDELEKEFMTVVNAINGPSEQTMRFYPLIRLKLPEKEDGSVTMQEHACD

**GluR-7**

LIDNGVAAIFGSQSKASDIVALKCNSTPQIEFIDSEDIQAEKPNHMTLNYFPAJAKSILAAYADIVQNGWRKFTIVYADDARAAARLQDLQILREVHVNDVQLALGVVAIFGSQGQCTNAVQSCNALEVPQILRWKHHPLDNK---DTFVNYLNPYDASLSHAILDLVQYKLWRSATVYDSTG--LIRLQELIMAPSRYNRL

**TM1**

IVYESDPPRTLILHDILHDALQLAQFWNASSFYFDRMVPQRTICPAASGRRTWAMGRLMLQMGTSGVGNTFRTSGLQFEDQQGQITFNIYVYDLDG--IQ-LQAPSRESGLELGVMDTDAALLDVAVIVSVCYQR--APQMTVNSIQCHRHKAWRF---GEPMNFIKEAQWELTGRIFVFNKTSGLRTDFDLISLKEGLED

**TM2**

AIWDFRQGITQLNVDVKAQKKMIRYVATR---IGPPFYSYNETATPARLNTGANOQGYQADVILDAIRAVHGFEYFVPADQYQKLDKETKQWNGI1GEI1VGVNSFADGILNITEVAKGRGFNVTDLSNSLVTTVLEEFFVFMFRKSRTL---YGNDRFEGYCIDLKCLKHELHILGFYIEYSERLEDGKYDAGQ--DKGQWNGMVKEL1

**TM3**

NNDAHKGICDLTTAQARTAVDFTPQFLQGVLNATKSFHVETKLDAYLAPFGEVMTWILISVFVMFALKIVARIISKMDWENPHCPNDRPEVLENQWRIHNTGWDKHDLAVAPSILTVREKAIDFSSPFTLGVSLRYKPNQTSVPSFNLSPDQMYVLLAYGLVSCLFVIARFSPYEYDAGHCNPGSEVVENFTLLNSFW

**TM4**

LTVAINSTAGCDILPSQPQVFMPETWIFAIITIANSYTANLAFTSSKMGEIANKDLASQKKVFKFTIGYSTLALSNETVYRLAFNLMNNDDPSAYTKDFGMSLMQQSNCMPKALSTRIIIGGWWWFTLLLJISSYANLAFLLVERMESPIDSADDLAKQTKIYEGAVKGDATMTFFKIKSFEMKMAFMSK--PSALVKNN

**NeGiQ**

NEEGIQRALT--ADYALLMESTTIEYVTQRNCNLTQIGGLIDSKGYGFTMPGSPYRDITKIAIOLQEDKLIHMKEKWRW--SGCEEEKEASM--ALGIQIKΩG

**GSA**

GSNAGREEKEARV
MHFCWISLILSLSRVQAQFYGGNAYEASSGQ--SIRLGG---LITDDATDRIRQTFEHAISVNNELG--------VPLVGETEQVAYGNSVQAFACLRLMQSSVG
MTAPWRRRSIRLWVVEWAGGLVCAFIPDSRGMHPVRHIRIGIFYEADGPNAQVMNAEHHAFRSANIIINNRNLLTPNTTLTYDIQRIHDFSEATTKACDQLALGV
AVFGPAARHTASHLNACDSKDIPIFIYPHSWGSNPDG-----FNLHPSPEDIANALYDINVQFQSWRIFCYESAEYKIVALDKMLTRYGIKPGVIKMVRDYLNLNGN
AIFGPSQGSCTNAVQISCNALBEVFQUQLRWKHHPDNKDFTYVNLYPDYASLSHAILDLVQLYKLWRASATVVYDSTGILRLQELMAPSRYNIRLKLIRCLPIDSD-D
YKSVLRRIRKSEATTVGSSGDVEILRQAQQVGIMNEDYTIYIIGNLNHLTDDELEYKYESANITGIRMFSPDQEEREVDLMKLHQLELGESEPVSNG---STFIT
SRPLLKEYKFSRFEFDCSHTMAAQILQKAMAMGMMTTEYHYFIFTTLIDLYALDEPYRYSVNLTFRILNVNPHVSAIVKEWSERLQAAPRESLGDLGVMN

MEMALTYDADVIRVAETTIIIHPYQFPQLNCERQIDNVQPDSTFRNYRSLSEIKKETITGRIFYEGNVRKGFTDVIELQTSGLKVGTWEEGKDFEFQRPPQAVNF
TDAALLYDADVIVSVCYCRAPQMTVNSLQCRRHAKRFGR-RFMNIKEAQWELGTGRIVFVMTSLGRMTDFLDIISLKEGIDKVLGWSADGLNITEVAKGRGN
DIDGSLVINVKTFIIVL5SVAFLYASLVSVIDLTIIGNQFQGVDIFEL XuânKLGNFSTFRDGPGYDSDFKTNSTSGMLKEIVEGRADLAIDLTITSEEREVID
VTES-----ITNSRLSTIVTVEFFVFMRKSDRTYLYNGDRFEGYDILKLKEHALIGFSYIRDVLEDGKYGAQDDKQWNVMKELIDHAVLAPATTTTHVREKAID
FSIPFMNLGIAILYVKPQAPALFSMDFPSNESVLYFLGAYLYGVLSCFFIIIGRLSPIEWDNFYPCIEEPEELENQFTINNSLSWFTTGALLQGSEIAAKALSTRT
FSKPFMTELGSILYRKPNGTPSIVFSLFNPLSPDIFMYVLLAYLGVSCVLVFIAKSFYPEWYDAHPNFEGSEVENNFITLLNSWFGMSLQGSELMPKALSTRI

FM3
ISAIIWWFTTLIMVSSYTANLAAVTOIQXSPINSVKDLADKNKDDVQGAKRTGSTRTFFSTSEQYIKMNWPLMNNQGVIDKViKSSTKXAPIMESTS
IGGIIIWWFTLIISIISYTANLAAVTOIQXSPINSVKDLADKNKDDVQGAKRTGSTRTFFSTSEQYIKMNWPLMNNQGVIDKViKSSTKXAPIMEST

TM4
IEFNTVRECNLTKVGDLDEKYGIAMVKNWPRDKINKALLELQEQVGLARLKNWNEVAGCVSASADDDGPSELGVDNLGSIYVLVILVGSIIIIISISILCW
IEYVTQRNCTLTIQGLLIDSKSYGIGTFMGSPYDRKTIAILQLQEDKDLHIMKEMKWRGSGC-----PEENKEAALGIQIKIGIFIVLAAGLVLSVLVAVGEFVY
FVYKKAKNYEVPFCDALAEFRIVRFSENERPRLKSAQSIYSRSSRSSQSIESLKTDEENMPVED
KLRKTAE-----------------------------REQVSLRASLHRMGNDSR---------------------------
(Figure 1-5b cont.)

GluR-IIE

---MFHNHVILWSLFSIHSVNWDAQENFGYDNYQ---LESVPIGLLTDQMTENQMNIVFDHAIIDVANQEVG--TSLTSLKEEYNVDAYQSYGKLCRMLETGTA

MTAPWRLRSLWWEYAGLLLAFCWFPISROMPHVIIRIGIEEEADGPNAQVMNAEEHAFSFASANTINRNTLLPNTNTTYDIQRIHFDSFETAKCAQCDQLALGVV

GluR-7

GVFGPSRSRHTAVHMSICDAMDIPHIYSYMSENAE---FNLHHPADLAKALYSLTEFKNWTRIFLYYESAEYINILNELTLMLGKSGTVITLRYDMQLNGN
AIFGPSQRGSTNAVQSIGNALEVPHIQLRKKHLPLDNKDTFVNYLDPYASLASHAILDLVQYKLWRSATVVDGSTGLIRLQELIMAPSRYNIRKLRQCDPIDSD-D

---MVQVLRAVRKSVDRIVVVGSETMPEPLNQAQQVGIINEDEYKYYIGLNDLDFHSDFELEDYKYEASEANITGRLRFSPEKMAVKEMLKGYPTQDFRNGS---CPIT
SRPLLKEMKPGREFRIFDCSHTMAAQQLKQAMAMGMMTYEYHFIFFTTLDLVLALDEPYRSGVNLTGFRILNVDPHVSAYEKWSMERLQAAPRSEGLLDDLGVN

VEMALTYYDAVLVAQIFLKLNPFPKMPQNCSCIOTSESVRDDCSSFKNYMRTLLDLDRLLTPIYFEGN--VRLGKHYLDVIELQPSGIVKCVTWDENDQPFRQRLAPPTA
TDAALLYDAVHLVSVCYQRAPQMTVNSLQCHRKAHRFG-RFMNFIKEAQWEG--LTGRIVFKNTSGLRTDFDLDOIISLKEDGLEKYGVWSAPDGLNITEVAK--G

QFDSVDNSLKTILLSVNPQYAVLETYK处理GCNSYEGYVGDLIKELADKLGFNFVTQVGNYDGYSYKSTNESLMREIWTGRDLAIDLTSTSEQA
AGFNVTDLTNRSLSLIVTT-VLEEFVMBRKSDEILYNGKDFEGYCIDalyzedALHILESVEIRLVEDGKYGAQDDKQWNWVMKELIDHAKDALLAVFLITITLVREKA

TM1

LDFTIFPNLGAIIAYLKFKQVLFKATFLFMDPFSEEWVFGLFGSVLSFFLGRLSPSEWNPYPCIEEPUELENQFTLGNSIWFETTQGALQGEGIPFKALST
IDFKFQMTLGVLYLKFNGTNSVFSFLNPLPDIWMYVLALLAYGVCVLFFFFIRSFYEYDAHFCPNGSEVVENNTALLNSFWGMSLMQGSEQMPKALST

TM2

RTVASFWWFRTLIVVSYTANVAAFLTIEKWPQSLNSVDDLADKNQVYYGAKKTGSTRNFMTSABERYKKMNFMSENQYLETEDMNEMGVGBKNTHYAILMES
RIIGGIWWFTLLIISSYTANVAAFLTVERMSPIDSADDLAKQTK-IEYGAOKDGAMTFFKSKISTEFMWAOFMSSKEFSAVLKNNEEGIQRALT-ADYALLMES

TM3

TSIEYNTKRECNLKKIDALDEKGYIARMDWHPRGHNALLEYEQCGVLEKMKNNWWNEVTGICAKTEDAPDATPLMDMNLIEGVFVVLGLVSCCALLYGIISW
TTIEYVTQRNCWLTQGGLIDSEKGYIGTFMGSPYRDKITAILQLEDKLHIMKKNWRGSS---CPEEEENKEASALGIKIGGFIYVLAAGLVLSVLAVGEF

TM4

VLFVMKKAHHYRVLPRDALKEEQFVIDFNYYVRVLKNSASIYRSRSQQSSMSVSAVESQ
VYKLRKTAEREQVSLR------------------AWSLHRMNGD8R-------------------
(Figure 1-5b cont.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GluR-IIA</th>
<th>KA1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MRLCPVVIYAFTIIIIGFLEGIIALGGDGRNEITVGAIFYEYNEKE-IELSFDQAFREVNMMKFSERFVTVIKRYMPNDSFLQQITCFLSISNGVAAIFGPPSSK-AAX---MPFRVSAPLVLWPALVLMVACSPHSLRILAIALDPPMECSRGERLSITLAKNRINRAPERTLGKAKEVDFIELLRDSEYETAEATMCQITLPGVAVLGPPSSPASS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIVAQTANATGPIHEYDLKLEATRQEQLNHQSIMVAPSLSVLSRAYEIEIKSNYREWRFHTFILIEYTPEGIRLQLDLQNIQALNSYVILRNLADYACYDILWKEETSIISNICGEKEVPHFKVAP---EEFVKFQFQRFITNLHPSNTISAVAGILN--FFNCTTACLICAAECLNLKELLRQFLISKDTSVRMLDDTRDTPPLKEIR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DETFHEQRIILDCETPKLKEKLVSDIFDKQLQPRWNFLTHLDTHNSGLRDIYEDFKAN---ITSVRLKVVDANPFERKKTTRLKVDQILGNQTMPLILYDAYVLDD---KTATIIIHANASMTTILLEKAAELGMVASYYTITYFTNLEFSLQMDLSVDVRVNILGFSIFNQSHAFFQEGFSQLSQSWQECDHVFPFTGPLASSALLDGAY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FASSARNVIAAMQPFHPNRHCQSGSSPWLGAFLVNEMKMTISEDDEDEIFHKTENMKLDEYCQIRIHFNEIEYKPVN---EPWMMWTPDNGIJKRKLNLLESAQTQDAVVTAVQELNRSQEIGVKPLSCGSAQIQWHGTSLMNLRMVLEGLGTHIFEFN-----SKGQRSNYALKIQLFTRNFGRQIQGWHAEGLS---MDSHLYASNIDT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSEQKVKYT TTVEYEEPYYFMKMKEHDHFNVRGKREKGYEVAFLDILLISEIEMEYEDFEMIVNGNKYNTPetk-QWDGII1RKLIDHHAQIGVCALITMQRMSVVDTFVPEGFNL---TTLVVTITILENFIYMLKNGHNAEMCDNYEFGCMEKLAELAIFNYKIRLVDGTVGVFPEANGEWTGVMGEGARLAVNITAEKEKVDFK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MQLGISILYKSPPEPKQNFAPLFFAEEVNSYMYFAQLIMTLAFVFIARLSYREWLPBPNAIQ-DPDELENIWNVNSTWLMVGSIQQQGCDIPFRGPHMRILTGMNTLGISILYRHMGKPKGYFSLPDPSFPLGWVFMLAYLAVSCVLFLVARLTPYEWYSPHPCAQGRCNLLLNVQSLGNLWFPVGFMQGQSTIAPRALSTRCVCXG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WWPFAALMLSTYTANLAALFTSNKWOQISKLQDLIEQDVKHFGSRRGGSTSFSESNDTQWREAQNWMKDFNPASAFTSTNKEGVARVRKEKGGYAFLEMTTSLTYWWAFTLIISSTYTANLAALFTQRMCPVESVDDLADQATSEYHTGCGSMSTQFQSNRYQTWQMWNYQYSKQPVFKSTEIGARIKNSN---YAFLESTMNEY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIERCNDLTTQIEQEIGKEKYWGLAVPFLGLYDYRTNLSVMSIQLSERGELQMKKNKKWKNHNTCDSYTDVEGDELSITELGGVFLVLAGVGLVIGLIGFELWNVQNFYQRRNCNLTQIECLGLDFTKGYGIGMPVGSVPFREDTLALQLQENNRLIELRKKWEGCGKCPKEHRAK---LMGIENIGFFVVLGCLIALFMAMLEFLWITLDRH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAVEERVTPWQAPKAELIFALKFWRKKPMRISSSSDK--------------------------------SSSRRSSGSRRSSKESRS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EATEVSVCMQEMVTELRSETLCQCOVIDPRRRAAVPPRPPIPEERRFRGTATLSNGKLCAGEPQDLAQRLAQEALVARGCTHIVCPECRFFQQLARPSPARSE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KTVS--------------ESLEHEKTTSSEPE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(Figure 1-5b cont.)

GluR-IIB

MHGLQFLVLLALAIASGANEDTLVAKRYTVDDSSLQDIS------CDLGSGVAIFGSK-TNSDITV

MPRVSAPLVPLPAWLMVCACPSHLRLAILAILDPECSRGERLSTLTLKENRNprimeraLagKakeVDFEILLRDYETYAETMCQILPKGVVAVLPGSSPASASSI

EVLNMTGIPHLQFDFWQPQNSRERMNHLQTVNFAMLFSAILSAFIIIASKTDFKSTIAYERSHLLIRLQHIWAKQLHAKIAGKQEFERGGDYRIILWKRINNA

SNICGEKEVF--HKFVAPEEFVKFQFQFTTLNLHPSNDISVAVAGIIN--FNCNTTACLICAKAECLNLNEKLIRQFILSKDTLSVRLDDTRTPPTLLKEIRDD

REKFVLLDCPSDLIDLVVINASIGYNMTGSFNHLFLTNTLTDHLGSGDFYR-----DTVAVAARVIRTYVPPFPVHIDEIDVFDNSVTDTRSSLGSLVYSDSLVFYN

KTATIHANASMHTILLSIKAELGMVSAAYTYIFTNLEFSIQRMDLSVDDRVINFLGSIFNPQSHAFQFQFASQLNQSWQENCVDVPFTGIALSSALLFADAVYAVVT

ALLEISQRPGFYIPNSCQ--RGFWQPQGRPLVEQMKQITPKMVPPFKTQLINADQREDFNLEVYNIIDRVTIWNKEFQLVDFEKILRENSTQALKQKRNKE

AVQELNSRSEQVKLPSAGSQAISDHEQHTGLMNYL------MVELEGLTGHIFNSKGQSYNLKILQFTRNGFRQIG--QWHVAEGLSMDSHLHYASNISDTLFN--

DFSQKFIYRTVATRGFKEYFRWWREPQEGVFYHGEYERFEGLAVVLDILMQAECKDNFNEEPVCRDNKSGYDANTDENDGIIRLIDNQAIGICDLTTQAARSRVVD

------TTLTVTTTILENYMLMKG------NHQXMEGMDRYEGFCFEKLMKELAEIFRFYKIRLVEGEGYGFYCFEAN--GTWSTMVILGIELARIADGAAGLTAAEMKEDFR

LTAFWIFALLISQYTIAKLAAFITSSKIAGDGLLHDLVQDNNKVQFTIRGATSVYFSESNDTDNRMNWNKLMFSDKPDAFTKNNEEYGDRVLKLSKGTAFLMOTT

VSGVWMVFLITIISSYTNALAAFLTVQMDVPSVDIADQTAIEYTGTHGGSMTTFQNSRYQTYQRMWNYMYSKQPSVFKSTEEMIARVLNSN--YAFLEST

TM1

TVFFWQLGILSILYKEPPKADIAFLYNPNAEWLIFVMIAMMITAFAFLIFIDRQYWDPQVENVN--REMERQIWHLSNALWLVLGSMINQCDLLPRGLPMRL

SKPPMTLIGISILYRVHGMRPKGYFSFSDPSPWVWFMLLAYAVSLFVLFVARLSPYEWYPFPCAGRCNLTVQYLSGLINLFVGVQFFQGQGSTAPALSTRC

TM2

TM3

LTAFWIFALLISQYTIAKLAAFITSSKIAGDGLLHDLVQDNNKVQFTIRGATSVYFSESNDTDNRMNWNKLMFSDKPDAFTKNNEEYGDRVLKLSKGTAFLMETT

VSGVWMVFLITIISSYTNALAAFLTVQMDVPSVDIADQTAIEYTGTHGGSMTTFQNSRYQTYQRMWNYMYSKQPSVFKSTEEMIARVLNSN--YAFLEST

TM4

NLQYYVQRNCETGICGKSFEGKHYGAVLPNADFRSNLSVGLRLSERGELFKLRNKWFNSNESTCDSNVTIDQCFQMDSGVGLFVVLIVGVVGLVIGVAEFLW

MNEYRIQRNCNLTIQGGLDTKGYIGMPVGSFVKPEFDFDAILLOQLENRILIKLKRWEGGKCPKEDHRAGKLG--------MEIGGIFVVLICGLIVAIFMAMLEFLW

HVQR------ISVKEKIPMLALKAEYFVIRFWLTRLKPLHTYRQ--SRDSTSTGYSSLEQITSSASSAKKKKTRRIEK-------------PARSESSELEWKTTSSEFE
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MKELSGNASSARWPQFGGNSREAGMQRILLGCMWASAFTMCRSRGQQQNIQAGFFYDDELELEKEFMTVVNAINGPESEQTMRFYPLIKRLKPEDGSTMQEHA
MPRVSAPVLLVPAVLMVACSP---------HLRRIAIAILDDMDCECS--RGERAISI--------TLAKNRINRAPERLG-KAKVEVDIFELLER------DSEYETAEFMC

DLIDNGVAAIFGPPSK-AASIDVALVCNSTGIPHEIFDISDEGIQAEPKHQMTLNPQAPAILSKAYADIVQNGWRKFTIVYDADDDARAAARLQDLLQLRREVHND
QILPKGVVAVLPSSPASSISSISSINCONGEKEVP--HFKVAEEFVKFPQFQPTRTTNLHPLNNTDINAVAGILNFNCNCTACLACK--AECLLNLEKLQRQFLISKD

VVRVRFKHKDDDFRVMWKSIRGER--RVVLDECPNMLVELLNNSSSTEFGLTQYNHFLTNLETYDHELIALDSENTAVNITEDARLNLVNPDPWPYSPLPYGYTVQRD
TLSVRMLDDEDPPTPLKEIREDKTATIIIHANASMHTILKAAELGMVSAYTYITTNLFEFLQMDLSVLNDRVLGIFNQSHAFFQEFAQSILQNSWQENC

NIVVESSDPRTLHLDIIHADQLFQSWNASSFYPDRT4VPRTCDFAASGGRTWAMGRYLRMLKGTKGVNTNFRTSQILFEDGQRIFTNIEVYPDLDGIGI
HVPFTGPALSSALLFDAYAVTVTAQELNR------SIEVGKPLSCGSASQIWQHGTSLMNMR-MVELELTGTHIEFSKQRSNYALKIQLFTFRNGFQIQGWHV

AIWDPRQGTIQTLNVDVKAQKMIYRVATRIGPPFSYFNATREELNLTGMLAYQGVYAVDLIAARVHGFEYFYFPVALQYQKLDKETQWNGIIGEIINNDAHMG
AEGLSMDSHLYASNSIDTFLMTTLTVTTLENYMLKGNCHNQEM---GMNRIEGFPCRVAL.EKLAELIRFYKLRVLGGGYGV--VFEANITGMVGLGELIARKAELAV

CDLTITQARKTAVDFTPVFPQMOLGVSILAYKSPHVEKTLDAYLAPFGGEVW1WILISVFVMTFLKTVARISKMDWEPHFCNKR-DEPVELQWRHHTNWGLTVASIM
AGLTITAREEKVFPSKFKMTLGISILYHRHMGKRPQYF8LDFPLSFPGVVLMELLAYAVSCVFLVARLTPYEWSYPHCPAQRCNVLLVNQSLGNSLWFPVQGF

TAGCILDLPSPQVRMFETATWRIIAHNSYATNLAALFSSLKMEGSIANLKDLASAQKVFGYTYGGSYNNLADSNETVYRASNLINNDPDSAYTF.ELIDQVDR
QQGSTIAAPRALTRCSVGVWAWFLIIISYSYATNLAALFTVRMRDFVIESVDDLQTDAYEYTIHGGSTMFQPQNRQYQTQRMNMYMSKQFRESPVFVKEEGIAR

VRKNRQDYFMFLMEMTTLYEHRECNQCDLRSLRSVEKFGKEHYAIAVPFGAERYNSLNSVAILKLSERELYDLKQKWKNPNASCCEEPDPDATPDMTEELRGI
YLH-------SYNFLLESTMNERYQRNCHLTQNIGGLLDTKGYIGMIGVVGSRVFRDFDLAILIQEENNRELILKRRKWEQ--GKCPEED-HRAKGLGMENIGIPvVLLIC

GILIAFLIGITELFLYVQQVALEERLTFKDAFKKEIRFVLC--WVNNWRKPIVAGTPISSVTRRTPRSLDKSLR---------------------TPKSSRRVVIGRSSEEMRE
GLIVAIFMAMLEFLWTLLHSEATESVSVQEMVTELRSLIIQDSIHPRRRRAAVPPPRPPIPEEERRPRGTAATLSNGKLGAGEPDQLAQRLAQEEALVARGCITHV

MAQSGASSSSGNNARQGKEARV----------
CPECRRQFQGLPARRPSARSEESLEWEKTTNSEEPE
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GluR-IE
KA1

MFFNHFPVILWSLSTHISVNWAAQVENFGGDNYQSLESVPVGLLTDDQNTEQMNIVFDH-AIDVANQEVCTSLTSLKEEVNG-DAYQSYGKLHMLLETGIGAAGYFGFS

-------------MPRVSAPILVPALWVMVACSPHLRILAIILDDPMECSRGERLSTLAKNIRNAPRLELKHAKVEVIDFELLRXDSEYTAETMCQILFKGVAVLFGS

SRHTAVHLSM-IDCAMEIPIYSS------YMSENAEFNFLHPADLAKALYSLTFNWTFRIFLYYESAEYINILNELLTMGKSTGTVITVLRYDMQLNNGNYQKV

SSPASSIISINCIGEKEVPFKVAPFVEEFVKFQRFQFTTLNLHSPNSTDIVAVAGILNNFNCNTACLIKAKECLILNLEKLQRFLISKDTLSVRLMDTRO---TPL

LRRVRKSVDNRRIVVGSSETMPEFLNQAQQQG1NEDEDKYH11GNLDPSFDELEYEYSEANITGLR NSFPEKMAVKELLMKLGYPTDQDEFPSNCPFTEMALTVD

LKEIRDDKTATIIIHANASMSHTILLLKAELGMSAYTYIFTNLFSLQRMDSLVDDVRNLGFSIFNQSHAFFQEFQASLNNQSWQENCDSHVFGTGPALSALSLED

AVQFVATLKLPPKMP---QNCQRTIESTERDDGGSNFKNYMTIQLRTDRLLTGPIYFEGR-VYKGYHDLVIEMPSGIVKVGTWDEDRQYRPPQRLAPTIAQFDSDVDN

AVYAVVTAVQELRNSQEIGVSKPLCGSAQIWQHGTSMLYNLPRMELEG---LTCIHESNKSQGRSNYALKILQFTRNGFRQIQHWD-----VAEGLSMDSLHYASINS

SLANKTFILLSVKPQYQLITYKVYQLEGNSQYEGYVGV1LKLAKLDFGFNF1TFVGNGNDYSGNKSTNATESMGLREIMTGRDALTILDTTSERQALDFTIPE

DTLGNITTLVTVTILENPTYMLIKNHGEMQEMGNDREYECVDFDLMEELAEILRFNYKK1RLVGQVGYQVPEANGTWTGMVGEILRKHDLAVAGLITTAEREKVIDFSEF

MNLGIAILYLKPQKATFELFTFMDPFS-EVVFGLFSFLGVSLSFFILRPLSEWDPNPYPCIE-EPEELENQETLGNISWFTTGALLQGSEIGPKALSTRTVASF

MTLGISLRYVHRMGRKFGYFSFPLDFPS-GVWLMLLILLAVSCVFLVARIYTPYEWSHPCAQGRCNLLVNYQSLGNLSWFPVGFVMCOQGST1APRALSTRCVSGV

WWFPTILTIVSVSYTANLAALTIKPEQSLSNISVVDDLADNKDGVYVAKKGTGSTRFRMTSASERYKKKNFMS-ENFYQYLTEDNEMGVNRVKTNYAFLMESTSIEY

WWAPTLIIISSYTANLAALTVQRMCVESVDDLADQT-AIEYGTIHGSSMTFFQNSRYQTORWMNYMYSQFVSKSTEEROYALYN-SNYAFLLESTMNE

NTKRECNIKKGDEKGYGIAN-RKDWPHRGKFWNALLELQECQGVLEKMNKWWNEVGTGICAKTEDAPDATPLDMNNLEEGVVFVLLVGYSCALLYGIIWVLFVM

YRQRNCNITQIGGLD1TGYG1GMPVGSVFREDFAILQLQENNNLIRFLKREWEGG----KCPKEEDEDRAKGLMENIIG1FVVLICGLIVAIMFAML-EFLWTL

KKAHRYHFVLRDLAKKEEFPQFVIDFFNYVVRKLSNSIASYIR-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------SRQSSMSVSAVQESQ-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------RHEAEESEVSCQEMVETLRSIICQDS1THPARRRRAAVPPPRPPIPEERRPRGTATLSNGKLCGAGEPDQLAQRLAQAEALVARGCITHVCEPCRRFQGLRARPSFA

---------------------------

RSESELEWKEITNSSEPE
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GluR-IIA

MRLCPVIYAFIIIIGFLEGIIALGGDDRNEITVGAIFYENEKEIELSFDQAFREVNNMKFSELRFVT1KRYMPTND5FLQQITCELISNGVAAGFGPSSKAAASD
---MPAELLLLLIVAFASPSQCVSSLRMAAILDQTVCGRGERIALALAREQINGIIIEVPARKKEVVDIFELQRDSQYTEETPMTQICLPKGVSVSSLGSSSPASAS

KA2

IVAQIANATGPHIEYDLKLEATRQELQNMSTINVPALSLSVGRAFAYEIKSYWRTFTLYETPEGLARQLDLNDLQLSAYVKLNLADYADDYRILWKETD
TVSHICGEKEIPIHKVGP---ETTPRQLYRFAVSLYPSNEDVSLAVSRILKSFNYPSALICAKAECLLRLEELVGRGKSSTLSSRLDQDTPVLLKEIRD

ETPHEQRILLDCEPRTLKELLKVSIIDFKLQGPFRNNFLTHDLTHNSGLRDIYNED-----FKANITSVRLVVDANDPFERKRKTRLTDVQIGLQTNMLPILYDAVYD
---KVSTIIIDANASISHILRKLASELGMTSAFYKYILTyLTMDPFPILHLD1VEDSSNLGFSMFNTSHFPYEFVRSNLMSWRENCEASYLGL-PALSAALMFDAVH

LFASANVIAMOPFHPPNRHCGSSSPMLGAFIVNEMKTISEDDVPHFKTENMKLDIGEQGRQRIHNLIEYKPTV---EMMVWTPPNGKIRERLNLLELASATQV
VVSAVAR-ELNSQEQIGVPLCLACTSANIWPHGTSLMNYLMVVEYDLT-----GVVEFNSKQRTNYTLRILEKSRQGRHEIGVWYN------RTLAMNATTLDINL

DFGSEQRKVTYTVTHYEEFYFMKEDHENFREKRYEGAVDILSKLSLEMFDFYDFMIGNGKGNYFETK-QWDGIIRLIKLDIIHQAIGVCDLITITQMRSSVVDFTFR
SQTILANKTTLVTVTIILENPFYMMRRENFCQLASNCNFEGFCGMLNDELRAELFRYRLVEDGLYAPENGSFXTGMVGELEKALDAALVAVATETAEKERKVIDFSG

TT

TM1

FMQLGISILHYKSFPEPNQCAFLAFPAFAEVEWVIYIFMQLINTLAFVF1ARLSYEWWLPNPFAIQD-PDELEN1WNPVNNTWLMVGSIMQQCDILFRPGRHMIRILTG
FMTLGISILYRVMGRKGFYSFLDPFSPFAVWLMLLAYLAVSCVFLAARLSYPEWYNPHFCLRAPPHILENQYTLGNSLWFPGGFMQQGSEQMFASTRCVC

TM2

MWWFFALMMLSTYTANLANAFTLSNKWSQISSLQDLIQEQDKVIPGSMRGGSSTLFFSESNDTQYGRWQMFKDENPFASTTNEQVARVRFEEKYAFPLMETSLLT
VWWAFTLLIISSYTANLANAFLTQVRMEVPVESSADADDQTNIEYGTIHAGSTMTFQNSRQYQTYQRWNYMQSKQPSVPKVSKTEEGIARVLNSR--YAFELLESTMN

TM3

YNIERNCDLTQIGEIQGEKHYGLAVPGLSYRTNVLSVSILQLSERGELQKMNKKNWKHNVTDCEYSEVDCGDELSI1ELGGVFLVLAGGVLIGVILGEEFLWNQ
FHRRLNCLNLTDQIQGGLLDTKGYIGGMLGSPFRDEITLAILQILENRLEILKRKWWGQRCFKEEDNHRAK--LGEMEINIGFIVLICGLI1AFTVFVAVMFEIWSTRR

TM4

VAVEERVFTPWQAFKAELIFALKFWRKKP---------------------------------------------------------------MRISSSSDKS
SAESEEEVSVCQEMQLQELRHASCRKTSRSTRRRPGPSRALLSRLAVREMRLSNGKLYSAGGDAAGSAHGGPQRLDDEDPSSGARPAAPTFCTHRVQCECRIR
SSRRSSGSRRSKEKSRKTVS----------------------------------------------------------QALRASGAGAPPGLGVPAEATSPPRPFGAPGRELAEEH
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**GluR-IIb KA2**

MHGLQFLVLLALAIASGANEDTLVIRKIAFIFFDTEMKLAD---AFSAALEEVN---AIPALKLEAIRVRTVVDSDVLQDISCDLGAVAAIFGFSK-KTNSDIV
-MPAILLILLILVAFAVSPSCVQLSLRMALIELDQTVGCRGERLALALAREQINGIIEVPARAVEDIFELQRDSQYETTDTMCQILKGPVSVLGSAPSSPAASTV

EVLCMNTGILPHLQFDWHPQQSNRERMNQLTNTVNAPFMELLSAASFDILASAKTFDKSNFIAEERSSHSLRLQHILAWQLHAKIGKMQEERGDDYRILKRNNA
SHICGEKPIHKIVG--PEEPRFLQYLRASVSLYPSNEDVSLAVSIILS--FNYPSASLICAECDLLRLEELVRGFLISKEETLRSMLDSDRDTPPLKKEIRDD

REKFLVELLPDSDLVDVINASIQYNMTGSFNHLFLNLTLD---HLSCIIGDFYSRDFTVAAVRIRTYVPPVFHDEIDVFDNSVTRFS---SLGLQVLVDSTLVLN
KTVSTIIDANASISHL1LRKASELGMTSAFYKYILTTMDPILHLDGIVEDSSNLGFSMFNTSHPFYPEFVSLNMSWRENCEASTYLGPAKSAAIMFADVHVVS

ALLEISSPFGYIPNSFCGRG---FWQPGLRVEQMKQITPMKVRPPKTRQLQINADGQREDFNLEVYNIIDRVTIWNKEFQVLFDKLRDENSTQALFQKRLQNKE
AVRELNSQEQEVKPLACSTAIVPHGTSLMNYL---MVEYDGLTRVEFNSKQGRTNITLYRLIEKRQGHREIG----------VWYSNRTLAMNATLTDINL

DFSQKFIRYTVATVRGKYFSWREREPEFGVYHGENRFEQAYDLILYMAQECTDFNPEERVGLNKYGIDANTDENGIIIRQLIDNNAOQIGICDLTITQAARSVVD
SQIgLANKTTLVVTINIENPVYMR---FNFQALSQGENERFEGVCVDMLRELALLRFYRLVLDEGLYAGEPFG-GSNTGMVGLINRKLADLAVAFTITAERKVIDE

**TM1**

TVFFWQLGISILSYKKEPPAKIDYAFNLNPNAEVWLVEFMAMITAFALITGRDQYEWDOQVENV-REMERQNIWHLNALSALVLSMLQGCDLPRGLPMRL
SKPFTMLGISILYRVHMGRKPGYFSLDDFPSSPAWVFMLLAIVSLCFLLAARLSPVYWPVNWPLARPHILEQYTGNSLWFPVGVGFMQGSEIMPALSTRC

**TM2**

LTAFWIFALLISQTYIARKAAFTSSKIAIGDGLHLVDQNKVQFGRGGATSVAYSESNDTONAMWNLKLFKPDFTKNEEGVDRVKLKSYFAYFLMETT
VSGVWVAAFTLIIISSYTANAAFLTVQMREVPEASSMIADQJTNYEGTHAGSTMTFFQNSRYQYQRWNNYMQSOKPSVFVNSTEIGAVLNRSA--YAFLESST

**TM3**

NLQYYVQRNCETLQIGESFGKHYAGIAPLNDARPSNLAVGLRSLRGERLFKLRNKWFNSNESTCDSDNPVEQDMDMVGGLFVVLIVGVVGLVIGGAELFW
MNYRHRNLNCNLQIIGGLDTKGYGIMPLGSPFREDITAILQELNRLIEILRKWWEGGCRPKCEQDHRKAKLG---MNIGIFIVLICGLIIAVFVAMEFLW

HVQRIVSVEKIPMLALKAEFYVIFRFWLTKP-------------LHTYQRSDSTSTGYSS-----------------------------LEQITSASSAKKKK
STRRSAESEEVSQOEXZELRHRRCRKTSTKRSRRRRPGGSPRAULLSLRAVREMRLSGKLYSAGGDDGSAHGFGQPLLDPFSGAPAAFTCTHVRVQCE

**TM4**

CRRQALRASGAGAPPRLGLVPAEATSPPRPGRGAPRELAEHE
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**GluR-II C**

MKKELSGNSSARWPQMGGNSEAGMWRILLLMCSAFMCRSRGQQINIGAFFYDELEKEFMVNAINGPESEQTMRFYPPLKRLKPEDSVQTMQEHACD
-------MPAELLLLLIVAFASPSCQVLSRIVAAALDQtVC-GGERL-------ALALAREQINGIEVAP-AKARVEdIFELQ-------DSQYETTDTMCQ

LIDNGVAIFGPPS-KAASDIVALCSTGPHIEFIDSDEGIQAEPNHQMTNLNYPAAILSKAYADIVNFGRKFTIVYDADDAARAAALQDQLLCLREVHNDV
ILPKVGSVLGPPSSPASAStVSHICGEKIEPHIKVGP--EETPRQLYLRFAVSLLPSEvDvSALVtRSILKSNVPASLICAK--AECLRLRELVRFGDISKET

**GluR-II A**

VRVRFKFKDDDFRVMKISRGERR--VVLDECnPMLVLEIqNTSEFGLGTQYNHIPLTNELYTDHELLELANDEMFAQVNTIARLRVNPQDPPPSLYGYVQTQRDN
LSVRMLDDSPDTPtLPKEIRDKVTSTIIDANASISHLIRKASELGMTSAFYKYLTMTDFPILHLQIVED----SNILGFSTNSHFEPYFVRSLNMSWRE

IVYESDPPRLHLIDILHLQIQLAFQSWRNASFFYPPDLMVRVPfTCfDAASGGRTWAMQRYLARLMKGTSGVNTNFRSTILQFDGDGQRTIFTEIYVDPLDG--IG
NCEASTYLPALSAALMFDAHVVVSARFELRSQIEIGVKPLACTSAN----IWPHTGTSLMNYLT----MVEYDGLTGREAFSKQHTYYLRL3EKSQGHRE

IAIWDFPRQGRTQLNVDVKAQCKMKLYRATRlGPPYFStYNETARNL-----------------LTGNALQYYAYVLDAIAHRYIFGFLYFPINDQYKGDKEKTQWNGIEGIINDDA
IGVWSRNTLAMNATTIDRLNSQTILKNTVTITLENPMV-EPFNLQLFAEHEGFCVEMLRKAKLRELFLFRYRLRLVEDLGYGAPEEN--GSJWTMGVEILNKRA

**HMGICDLTTIQRKTAFTDFFMQLGVSILAYKSPHEKTLDAFAPFGEVWIVILISVFMVFKTIVARSKMDWENPfHCNRD-PFELQWRIHNTGWLTVD
DLAVAAFTIAEREKVIDFSKFFMTLGSISLYRVHGMRGPYGFSLFLDFPSAVVLMLRAYLASCVFLAARLSPFAYEWNPfHCNLARPHILENQYTLGNSFWPV

---TM1---TM2---

**ASIMTAGCDLPRSPVQVRMEATWVIASEIANTSYTANLAfLTSKMEGIANLKLASSAQKVKFGTIGSTYNNLADSNETVRLAFNLMMNDPSAYTKDNLE
GGFMQQGSEIMPRAIMSTRCVGVMWAFTTIIISYTANLAfLTVQRMEVPVESADDLADQTNIEYGTIHAGSTMTTFQNSRYQTYQRMWNYMQSCKPSVFVKEDE

CVDRVRKKNRGGYMFLMETTTLHEYRECPNCDLRSGVEKEFGEKYAVIPGAERYRSNLVAILKLSERGEYDLKQKWWKPNFASCPEEFPPDATPPMTEELRGIYY
GIAVNLRS--------AFLLESTMNHEHRNLNCNLTQCIGGLDTKYIGIGMPLGSFDRSTELAILQIQENNREILKRKMEG--GRCPEEDE-HRAKGLGNEIGNFI

---TM3---

**TLYAGILIAFLGIETELTVQQVALEELRTKFDAFKEIRFVLCWVNNRKP-------------------------------IVAGTPISSVVRTFRSLDKS---
VLCGLLIAVFVAVMEFISWSTRRSEAEESVVCQEMQLQELRAHASCRTSRSRRRPGPSRAALLSLRAVRMELNSGKLYSAGAGGAGSAHGFGQRLDDPFPV

LDRTPKSSRRVIGRSSEERMAQGSSSGSSNNAGREGKEARV-----------------------
SGAPPAAPTPCThVRVCQECRRIQALRSAAGAPPRLGVPAEATSPPRPRPGPAGPRELAEH
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subunit name</th>
<th>Protein ID</th>
<th>Gene ID</th>
<th>Subunit name</th>
<th>Protein ID</th>
<th>Gene ID</th>
<th>Subunit name</th>
<th>Protein ID</th>
<th>Gene ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GluR-IIA</td>
<td>NP 523484</td>
<td>33788</td>
<td>CG 3814</td>
<td>NP 610824</td>
<td>36418</td>
<td>CG 14586</td>
<td>NP 649013</td>
<td>39983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GluR-IIB</td>
<td>NP 523485</td>
<td>33789</td>
<td>CG 33513</td>
<td>NP 001014716</td>
<td>31107</td>
<td>CG 14585</td>
<td>NP 649012</td>
<td>39982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GluR-IIC (GluRIII)</td>
<td>NP 608557 NP 722670</td>
<td>33275</td>
<td>CG 2902</td>
<td>NP 730940</td>
<td>40665</td>
<td>CG15732</td>
<td>NP 572795</td>
<td>32189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GluR-IID (=kaiRIA)</td>
<td>NP 651982</td>
<td>44483</td>
<td>CG 30379</td>
<td>NP 724626</td>
<td>246578</td>
<td>CG 6185</td>
<td>NP 648455</td>
<td>39269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GluR-IIE</td>
<td>NP 001036733</td>
<td>318623</td>
<td>GluR I</td>
<td>NP 476855</td>
<td>38742</td>
<td>CG 15324</td>
<td>NP 572411</td>
<td>31692</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG 11155</td>
<td>NP 651941 NP 726648 NP 726649</td>
<td>43822</td>
<td>GluR IB</td>
<td>NP 524755</td>
<td>44484</td>
<td>CG 11775</td>
<td>NP 649833</td>
<td>41052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG 9935</td>
<td>NP 651931 NP 001036250 NP 001036251</td>
<td>43806</td>
<td>CG 17274</td>
<td>NP 650923</td>
<td>42471</td>
<td>CG 10633</td>
<td>NP 647962</td>
<td>38616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clumsy (=CG 8681)</td>
<td>NP 523610 NP 001036373</td>
<td>35394</td>
<td>CG 31718</td>
<td>NP 723585</td>
<td>318912</td>
<td>CG 10101</td>
<td>NP 649720</td>
<td>40891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG 5621</td>
<td>NP 650927 NP 001036735</td>
<td>42476</td>
<td>CG 2657</td>
<td>NP 001097043</td>
<td>33157</td>
<td>CG 15627</td>
<td>NP 608863</td>
<td>33683</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG 3822</td>
<td>NP 650925</td>
<td>42473</td>
<td>CG 7385</td>
<td>NP 649176</td>
<td>40198</td>
<td>CG 8533</td>
<td>NP 649148 NP 730452 NP 730453</td>
<td>40157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG 32704</td>
<td>NP 727328</td>
<td>31867</td>
<td>CG 14076</td>
<td>NP 649074</td>
<td>40065</td>
<td>CG 17275</td>
<td>NP 650924</td>
<td>42472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG 3798</td>
<td>NP 725237 NP 725238 NP 523722 NP 725239 NP 725241 NP 725240</td>
<td>36419</td>
<td>CG 33492 (=CG 17587)</td>
<td>NP 995744</td>
<td>2768714</td>
<td>CG 17152</td>
<td>NP 648548</td>
<td>39378</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1-1. Glutamate receptor genes in *Drosophila* genome. 36 different glutamate receptors genes are found in NCBI database (National Center for Biotechnology Information).
Chapter Two

Furthering Pharmacological and Physiological Assessment of the Glutamatergic Receptors at the Drosophila Neuromuscular Junction

INTRODUCTION

The function and pharmacology of glutamate receptors in general are of prime interest since they are the major excitatory receptor type used within the mammalian central nervous system (CNS). There are extensive investigations into the pharmacology, physiology, molecular structure and regulation in expression as well as turnover in mammalian preparations of glutamate receptors (Dingledine et al., 1999; Hollmann and Hainemann, 1994; Lipsky and Goldman, 2003; Mayer, 2005; Pauly et al., 2005; Seeburg, 1993; Thiagarajan et al., 2005). Earlier studies on glutamate receptors at the neuromuscular junction of insects and crustaceans paved the way to dissecting the functional aspects of these receptors within vertebrates (Anderson et al. 1976; Cull-Candy and Parker, 1983; Gratton et al., 1981; Jan and Jan, 1976; Patlak et al., 1979; Shinozaki and Ishida, 1981; Shinozaki and Shibuya, 1974). Still today, invertebrate models serve a vital role in describing regulation and developmental aspects of glutamate receptor function (Featherstone et al., 2005; Guerrero et al., 2005; Littleton and Ganetzky, 2000; Logsdon et al., 2006; Pawlu et al., 2004; Rasse et al., 2005). Considering that Drosophila melanogaster is a true model organism with a known genome and used for successful rapid induction of mutations in various studies of development and synaptic mechanisms, it is important to understand the pharmacological and physiological function within this model synaptic neuromuscular preparation (Atwood et al., 1993; Betz et al. 1993; Jan and Jan 1976; Kurdyak et al., 1994; Li et al., 2002; Li and Cooper, 2001; Pawlu et al., 2004; Ruffner et al., 1999; Sigrist et al., 2002, 2003; Stewart et al., 1994, 1996).

The molecular sequence of the glutamate receptors on the Drosophila skeletal muscle has been described; however, to date there are few detailed investigations on the pharmacological profile of the intact larval Drosophila NMJ (Chang and Kidokoro, 1996; Chang et al., 1994; Delgado et al., 1989; Schuster et al., 1991; Zhang et al., 1999). Glutamate receptors are defined as NMDA (N-methyl-D-aspartic acid) and non-NMDA subtypes (i.e. AMPA, kainate and δ) based on their pharmacological sensitivity activating the receptors. The molecular sequences of the glutamate receptors for Drosophila NMJs were performed on the body wall muscles in larvae by isolating the skeletal muscle and the body wall (skeletal muscles attach to the cuticle body wall). The total mRNA was extracted from this muscle tissue and probed against an "affymetrix Drosophila genechip". A number of Drosophila glutamate receptor subunits were found to be present. The sequences isolated were identified by comparison to whole larval DNA known sequences for glutamate receptors. The ones identified...
are GluRIIA, GluRIIB, GluRIIC and GluRIID. GluRIIE was later isolated when real-time PCR was used to follow up on the amplified mRNA of the four receptor subtypes in quantification of expression levels. The expression profile of the five glutamate receptor subunits has been conducted in body wall muscle by in situ hybridization for embryos and larvae (Guerrero et al., 2005; Marrus et al., 2004).

With the RT-PCR and the genomic profiling the sequence indicates that there are 5 glutamate receptor subunits (DGluR-IIA, DGluR-IIB, DGluR-IIC, DGluR-IID, DGluR-IIE) expressed in skeletal muscle and all of them are ionotropic receptors. In comparing the molecular sequence of these 5 muscle-expressed glutamate receptors with vertebrates, they showed the most similarity to the vertebrate kainate/AMPA receptor subtypes; therefore, they have been defined as a kainate receptor subtype without pharmacological examination (Betz et al., 1993; Guerrero et al., 2005; Marrus et al., 2004; Qin et al., 2005; Völkner et al., 2000). However, a recent physiological and pharmacological study demonstrates that the responses are primarily of a quisqualate subtype and not a kainate or an AMPA subtype since the muscle is not depolarized by kainate or AMPA at concentrations as high as 1mM (Bhatt and Cooper, 2005). In fact, it appears that kainate might block the glutamate receptors since the excitatory postsynaptic potential (EPSP) is reduced in the presence of kainate (on average by 40% for 1mM and 500μM but about 20% for 100μM). The reduction in the EPSP amplitude occurred without any significant change in resting membrane potential; thus, kainate did not depolarize the muscle as observed for application of glutamate or quisqualate (Bhatt and Cooper, 2005).

In addition, the procedures used to identify the molecular sequence of the glutamate receptors at the NMJ, by homogenizing the skeletal muscle and body wall, did not allow for assessment for potential presynaptic glutamate receptors. In the past procedure, the CNS was removed and thus the cell bodies of the motor neurons were not incorporated in the assay. Considering that there are presynaptic glutamatergic receptors for neurons in the vertebrate CNS (Park et al., 2006) and at crayfish NMJs (Schramm and Dudel, 1997), there may well be pre-synaptic autoreceptors present at the Drosophila NMJ. Crayfish NMJs show many similarities to the larval Drosophila NMJs (Atwood and Cooper, 1995, 1996) which is not so surprising since they are both arthropods. However, mixed results for the glutamatergic autoreceptors were obtained at the crayfish NMJ in that the responses depended on the depolarized state of the nerve terminal for the facilitatory action of exogenously applied glutamate and for the metabotropic agonist t-ACPD (Schramm and Dudel, 1997). In addition, some preparations showed a depression of presynaptic release while yet other preparations exhibited excitation at the same concentration of t-ACPD. Regardless of the response at the crayfish NMJ, there appears to be one or more types of presynaptic, glutamatergic receptors for the crayfish preparation (Schramm and Dudel, 1997).

The earlier observation of the rapid reduction in the EPSP by kainate at the Drosophila NMJ is most likely due to one or both of the following factors: (1) antagonist action on the postsynaptic glutamate receptors; (2) reducing the number of presynaptic vesicular fusion events. It is possible both mechanisms might occur. Direct blocking action on postsynaptic receptors is a
possibility for kainate as many known agonists can be antagonists for subtypes within a receptor family (Chang and Weiss, 2002; Eberle et al., 2001; Hruby et al., 2003). This is likely as a part of the extracellular receptor domains for glutamate receptors must be similar in order to bind glutamate. However, at the 3rd instar Drosophila NMJ the binding of kainate does not transduce activation of the glutamate ligand gated ion channels (Bhatt and Cooper, 2005; Dudel et al. 1992; Heckmann and Dudel, 1997). There is also precedence for kainate, a potent agonist for some vertebrate metabotropic receptors, to act presynaptically in reducing evoked transmitter release via autoreceptors on the presynaptic terminals (Chittajallu et al., 1996; Frerking et al., 2001; Kamiya and Ozawa, 1998; McLamoon and Quastel, 1988; Park et al., 2006). Kainate is known to bind metabotropic glutamate receptors (Zhang et al., 1999) and have a presynaptic action in altering transmitter release from presynaptic terminals in vertebrates (Kamiya and Ozawa, 2000; Kamiya et al., 2002; Park et al., 2006). In rats, kainate and the kainate receptor agonist, ATPA, act presynaptically in reducing glutamate release from primary sensory neurons (Kerchner et al., 2001). However, in the rat neocortex, kainate receptors have been demonstrated to have both facilitatory as well as inhibitory actions due to dose dependent effects. The mechanism proposed for the biphasic effect is that low doses excite the presynaptic terminal while high doses have an inhibitory effect on the postsynaptic target (Campbell et al., 2007). Thus, depending on the type of preparation and dosage, kainate might excite or inhibit the presynaptic terminal. The evidence suggests a mechanism of action via kainate-sensitive glutamatergic autoreceptors through a metabotropic action within the presynaptic terminals or by direct action on the presynaptic voltage-gated Ca\(^{2+}\) channels (see reviews Lerma, 2003 and Nicoll et al., 2000). In addition, the actions of glutamate at newly hatched Drosophila larvae revealed presynaptic actions in enhancing the occurrences of spontaneous events without any alteration in the amplitude of the quantal currents (Zhang et al., 1999). The mechanisms suggested for this phenomenon are that presynaptic autoreceptors are present which enhances synaptic transmission. In addition, the pharmacological agonist (1S, 3S)-ACPD for mGluR mimicked the effect of glutamate (Zhang et al., 1999). This helps to establish that autoreceptors at this NMJ are likely in the 3rd instar and that there maybe developmental differentiation in presynaptic receptor subtypes to account for the depressing action of kainate in the 3rd instar.

The purpose of this study is to test for these possibilities. I have approached this by accessing the characteristics of single quanta (i.e., peak amplitude) and frequency of spontaneous events with intracellular measures of miniature EPSPs (mEPSPs) from the whole muscle. I also examined further pharmacological profiles of the Drosophila NMJ to build knowledge of this model synaptic preparation.

**METHODS**

Electrophysiology and staging of flies
All the electrophysiology and staging of larvae are routine procedures and have been described previously. The dissection technique was previously reported (Ball et al., 2003; Campos-Ortega and Hartenstein, 1985; Li et al., 2002). The physiological saline is HL3 (in mM): 1.0 CaCl$_2$ 2H$_2$O, 20 MgCl$_2$, 70 NaCl, 5 KCl, 10NaHCO$_3$, 5 trehalose, 115 sucrose, 5 BES (N,N-bis[2-hydroxyethyl]-2-aminoethanesulfonic acid) and adjusted to a pH of 7.2 (Stewart et al., 1994). All experiments were performed at room temperature (20-21°C). The recording techniques have been previously described for intracellular EPSP measures (Dasari and Cooper, 2004; Sparks et al., 2004; Stewart et al., 1994) and extracellular focal quantal recordings (Cooper et al., 1995a; Harrison and Cooper, 2003). The compound amplitude of the excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSP) elicited by Is and Ib motor nerve terminals in segment 3 of muscle m6 were monitored as in Kurdyak et al., (1994) and Ruffner et al., (1999). The identified m6 muscle was used in each preparation. Only preparations with a resting membrane potential of -50mV or greater were used and the HL3 dissection medium was completely replaced by HL3 media containing the pharmacological compounds.

Quantal analysis

All quantal analysis of intracellular whole muscle recordings were as described previously (Cooper et al., 1995b). The quantal analysis of measuring spontaneous frequency and characteristics of the quantal shape are standard approaches.

Pharmacology

In an earlier report (Bhatt and Cooper, 2005), actions of NMDA, AMPA, L-glutamate, kainate, quisqualic acid, NBQX, AP5, and DNQX, with regard to synaptic transmission and direct effects on the muscle fibers, was examined. This study showed that kainate reduced evoked EPSPs. The same procedures for exchanging the bathing medium with pharmacological agents were used. The compound trans-(±)-1-Amino-1,3-cyclopentanedicarboxylic acid monohydrate (t-ACPD) is a known mGluR agonist (Holscher et al., 1997) and has been shown to have some effect on newly hatched Drosophila larvae (Zhang et al. 1999). I examined the actions of ATPA, a known agonist of the kainate receptor in vertebrates, and 1, 3-ACPD on synaptic responses. The ATPA, domoic acid and the trans-(±)-1-Amino-1,3-cyclopentanedicarboxylic acid monohydrate (t-ACPD) were obtained from Sigma.

Statistical analysis

A non-parametric analysis (Wilcoxon rank sum) or a parametric Student’s t-test were used for assigning a significance at a p<0.05 depending on the appropriate experimental design as explained in the RESULTS section.

Sequence Comparisons

All of the glutamate receptor amino acid sequences used are annotated in National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) database. There are 36
different genes encoding 36 different kinds of glutamate receptor subunits in *Drosophila melanogaster*. Among them, five subunits consisting of postsynaptic receptors were compared to five different kainate type glutamate receptor subunits in *Homo sapiens*. Both whole protein and extracellular domain sequences of each subunit were aligned to show the similarity and calculate the statistical matches between two species, respectively. The bl2seq in NCBI and Clustal W were used to align two different protein sequences. In Clustal W the default settings were used except ITERATION to alignment and NUMERITER were set to 3.

**RESULTS**

In measuring the evoked EPSPs and spontaneous quantal events a 3rd instar larvae is filleted so that each segment is observed. By stimulating a selected segmental nerve, only one nerve root is recruited which is important since the muscle fibers are electrically coupled between segments. Various identified muscles with the rather simplistic innervation profiles are shown in Figure 2-1A. In these studies, I utilized muscle 6 (m6) because of the well characterized innervation as depicted in Figure 2-1B (Atwood et al., 1993; Kurdyak et al., 1994; Li et al., 2002). The synaptic properties of the Is and Ib motor nerve terminals have been previously described (Atwood et al., 1993; Kurdyak et al., 1994; Li et al., 2002). I obtained similar measures as earlier reported. I did ensure to observe all three sized EPSP events (Ib, Is, and Ib+Is) in order to subsequently monitor the compound Ib+Is EPSP. The resting membrane potential was also monitored and only preparations which did not appear damaged or with a resting membrane potential more negative than -50mV, in normal physiological saline, were used for assessing the effects of various pharmacological agents.

Application of a saline containing kainate (1mM) rapidly reduces the EPSP amplitude and the effect can be partially reversed by extensive exchanging the bathing media back to normal saline (Figure 2-2A). The extant in the reduction of the EPSP amplitude is dose-dependent, with an almost 50% reduction at 1mM (Figure 2-2B). All three concentrations produced a significant reduction in the EPSP amplitudes (n=6 for each concentration; p<0.05 Wilcoxon rank sum non-parametric). There is no significant effect on the resting membrane potential on m6 for any of the three concentrations tested (Figure 2-2C). However when considering sham control experiments of exchanging the bathing medium with saline and providing the same time period in which EPSP measure were made there is run down in the EPSP amplitude by 13.5% (Figure 2-2D). The individual values are shown next to the mean value. The sham procedures produced a significant effect in reducing the EPSP responses (n=6; p<0.05 Wilcoxon rank sum non-parametric). The mean value was not subtracted from experimental conditions with pharmacological agents in the remaining results, but this effect should be considered. Thus, exposure to 500µM and 1mM kainate produced a significant difference from sham control, whereas 100µM did not (p<0.05 Student’s t-test).
In examining the effects of the AMPA and kainate receptor agonist, domoic acid (10μm and 1mM), the postsynaptic receptor sensitivity to spontaneous quantal responses and the frequency of spontaneous events were assessed. It was readily apparent that domoic acid at 1mM rapidly reduced the amplitude of spontaneous mEPSP quantal events (Figure 2-3A) as well as the frequency of occurrences (Figure 2-3B). Domoic acid at 10μM or 1 mM did not produce an effect on the resting membrane potential (Figure 2-3C). Glutamate at 10mM produced similar effects in reducing the mEPSP amplitude and frequency but this was compounded by the rapid depolarization that glutamate produced (p<0.05; Figure 2-3C). The differences in the AMPA and kainate receptor agonist and glutamate are that, domoic acid did not significantly depolarize the muscle; however, the mEPSPs were still affected. The combination of domoic acid (1mM) and glutamate (10mM) produced a reduced depolarization of the muscle and as expected, a reduced mEPSP amplitude and frequency occurred (Figure 2-3B, C). These results suggest domoic acid is an antagonist to the postsynaptic glutamate receptors. The effect on the reduced frequency of the mEPSPs is due to the gradual reduction in the mEPSP amplitude, such that they are not discernable from noise in the baseline and thus are not detected to monitor their frequency.

Similar results were obtained for domoic acid as for kainate. The mEPSP amplitudes and the frequency are reduced (Figure 2-4A, B). Also the resting membrane potential is not significantly altered. In examining subtle effects on single quantal events the shape of the quantal events were examined and significant effects in rise time or decay were measured (data not shown). The amplitude and area (i.e., area under the curve) of the mEPSPs both decreased in a dose-dependent manner for 1mM and 500μM (Figure 2-4C). With exposure to kainate, the smaller mEPSPs appeared to fade into the background noise while the previously larger mEPSPs events were now observed as smaller mEPSPs.

If there are subtle effects of kainate in depressing presynaptic vesicular docking or altering [Ca2+]i dynamics, one would expect that facilitation or the short-term depression (i.e., negative facilitation) index might detect such an effect. A short four pulse train of 20Hz produces the characteristic response known for this preparation, as shown in Figure 2-6A. The initial EPSP is normally used as a relative reference to the 4th EPSP in the train. It has been previously demonstrated that 1mM [Ca2+]o will produce a marked depression in the response train where as 500μM [Ca2+]o produces less depression and sometimes a slight facilitation. Thus, both 1mM and 500μM [Ca2+]o were examined with 1mM and 500μM kainate to unmask any ceiling effect in the depression by 1mM [Ca2+]o exposure. The 1st and 4th EPSPs rapidly attenuate in amplitude upon exposure to 1mM kainate and 0.5mM [Ca2+]o (Figure 2-6B). The EPSPs also
show a large reduction to kainate when bathed with 1mM [Ca^{2+}]_{o} (Figure 2-6C). However, no significant differences, by parametric analysis (Student’s t-test), in the facilitation index are observed among the four conditions for exposure to kainate as determined by the difference in the median FI values. The difference is measured from saline to exposure of kainate within each preparation (n=5; 500μM kainate-1mM [Ca^{2+}]_{o}; 1mM kainate-1mM [Ca^{2+}]_{o}; 500μM kainate-500μM [Ca^{2+}]_{o}; 1mM kainate-500μM [Ca^{2+}]_{o}). Figure 2-6D). If the effect to exposure of kainate (1mM) with 1mM [Ca^{2+}]_{o} is analyzed by non-parametric statistics, then five out five preparations showed an increase in the mean FI (p<0.05, Wilcoxon Rank Sum). However, two preparations showed only small increases of 10 and 12%. Thus, I do not feel confident in stating that there is a significant increase in the mean FI with kainate by non-parametric analysis. On the other hand, box-whisker plots of the FI values before and after exposure to kainate, for each preparation, in the various paradigms revealed a trend again related to the same data set of kainate (1mM) with 1mM [Ca^{2+}]_{o} (Figure 2-7). The box-whisker plots represent the median, 25^{th}, 75^{th}, and range. One can observe that the variability in the distributions is larger for the kainate (1mM) with 1mM [Ca^{2+}]_{o} as compared to the same preparations before the exposure. In the other paradigms the variability is about the same for saline and kainate exposure. To further examine this variability in FI, the standard deviation for each preparation before and after exposure to kainate was examined. Only the kainate (1mM) with 1mM [Ca^{2+}]_{o} showed a consistent trend (five out of five; p<0.05, Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test; also by Student’s t-test p<0.05) with an increase in the variability while exposed to kainate as compared to the saline baseline. The changes in the individual preparations for this paradigm are shown in Figure 2-8.

In order to further investigate possible presynaptic, metabotropic glutamate receptor action on the motor nerve terminals, the common metabotropic glutamate receptor agonist trans-1-aminocyclopentane-1, 3-dicarboxylic acid (t-ACPD) was used. Potentially, an increase or a decrease in the evoked EPSP would be possible at this insect NMJ since at the crayfish NMJ (also an arthropod species) an effect was reported (Schramm and Dudel, 1997). However, no significant alterations on evoked EPSPs amplitudes (Figure 2-9A, B) or on the resting membrane potential of the muscle occurred during exposure to t-ACPD (500μM) at the Drosophila NMJ. In comparison to the sham saline control (Figure 2-2D), the distributions in EPSP amplitudes overlap; thus, the slight reduction in EPSP amplitudes with t-ACPD are not significant.

**Discussion**

In this study I showed, in a concentration-dependant manner, that kainate rapidly reduced the amplitude of evoked EPSPs as well as the spontaneous quantal events. The lack in any response of t-ACPD and ATPA as well as a lack in these compounds mimicking kainate’s action suggest that there is not a presynaptic mechanism of a kainate-like or metabotropic autoreceptors on these motor nerve terminals. However, the kainate receptor agonist, domoic acid, did follow the actions of kainate in reducing the evoked EPSPs. I suggest this action
is due to domoic acid and kainate acting as an antagonist on the postsynaptic quisqualate receptors present on muscle and that no presynaptic contribution can be proposed for the rapid reduced amplitude in the evoked EPSP and quantal responses. The reduced frequency in the spontaneous quantal responses in the presence of kainate or domoic acid appears to be due to the responses decreasing in size to a point that they are not detectable from the noise or that the postsynaptic receptors are fully blocked.

The responses observed at the crayfish NMJ by Schramm and Dudel (1997) for analogous types of NMJs as I used in the Drosophila larval NMJ (Atwood and Cooper, 1995, 1996) must be different in regards to presynaptic autoreceptors. In their study, t-ACPD and glutamate itself produced varied responses in mean quantal content. Some preparations they reported showed an enhancement while others a decrease in evoked postsynaptic events. They concluded that there may be differential regulation in the type and density of the metabotropic presynaptic autoreceptors to account for variation among preparations and effects to t-ACPD and glutamate. There are methodological differences in stimulating the nerve terminals. In my studies, I elicited action potentials within the nerve to result in Ca\(^{2+}\) influx and vesicular fusion. However, Schramm and Dudel used depolarization pulses delivered over the terminal, through the focal electrode, to directly open voltage-gated channels. Seal stability with the focal electrode over the NMJ, longer than normal action potential depolarization pulses and tweaking the current pulses to a fine degree in order to balance a percentage of activating voltage dependent ion channels, would appear to induce potentially more experimental variability among preparations than inducing a standard action potential within the nerve for evoking synaptic transmission. The large field effect of a current pulse, to induce presynaptic depolarization, through a macropatch electrode could have an effect on the postsynaptic glutamate receptors such that the receptor interaction with pharmacological agents of even glutamate itself might be altered. To resolve these issues in the crayfish would require selectively stimulating the motor nerve and repeating the study.

As for domoic acid, the results suggest kainate is an antagonist to the postsynaptic glutamate receptors in a dose-dependent manner. It appears kainate can behave as an antagonist but not ATPA for these postsynaptic muscle receptors. In addition, since ATPA did not produce any significant alteration in the evoked EPSP amplitude, there does not appear to be any pre- or postsynaptic action of ATPA. Quisqualate has been suggested to activate ionotropic as well as metabotropic glutamate receptors just as glutamate does itself, which suggests quisqualate is a non-selective glutamate receptor agonist (Schoepp et al., 1990). However, AMPA, which is significantly similar to quisqualate in structure and is a weak kainate receptor agonist, cannot activate nor even bind to homomeric GluR6 kainate receptor (Egebjerg et al., 1991). Such differences may be induced by steric hindrance near the ligand binding domain. In fact, AMPA did not change the EPSP amplitude in my studies, but kainate resulted in reduced amplitude by acting as an antagonist. Therefore, there seems to be other factors besides steric hindrance. It would seem likely that a ligand binding site of kainate...
at the *Drosophila* NMJ would be highly conserved to the vertebrate kainate receptor, since kainate is blocking evoked responses; however, the similarity of extracellular domains are not very high. Recent studies suggested that the properties of ionotropic glutamate receptor subunits can be changed by mutating the amino acid at the second transmembrane segment which forms the lining of the pore region (Bochet et al., 1991; Curutchet et al., 1992; Verdoorn et al., 1991). For the functional muscle-expressed glutamate receptor GluR-IIC, GluR-IID, GluR-IIE and either GluR-IIA or GluR-IIIB is essential for function. Therefore, only based on the ligand binding domain tetrameric structure was suggested. The correct subunit stoichiometry is not known. The receptor can be pentameric or higher such as (IIA)(IIB)(IIC)(IID)(IIE) or (IIA)(IIA)(IIC)(IID)(IIE) to be functional. Also, glutamate receptor complexes which contain either GluR-IIA or GluR-IIB have opposite physiological properties by showing slow and fast desensitization, respectively (DiAntonio et al., 1999). Thus, as constituted receptor subunits are put together it is likely that the receptor is functionally changed. There could also be mixed subunit combinations along the nerve terminal among the many synaptic sites, since the terminal is developmental different in age along its length (Atwood and Cooper, 1995; He et al., 2009; Li et al., 2002) and function (Bogdanik et al., 2004; Guerrero et al., 2005; Marrus et al., 2004; Liebl and Featherstone, 2005;). Developmental alteration in kainate receptors are known in vertebrates (Lee et al., 2001). Thus, variability in whole muscle responses to pharmacological agents might be masked, but if older and younger regions of the terminals were monitored with focal macropatch electrodes larger differences in the pharmacological profiles and sensitivities might be observed.

It was proposed that the five subunits consisting of postsynaptic receptors in *Drosophila* NMJ are somewhat similar in homology to kainate receptors in vertebrates and thus, they were termed kainate-like (Betz et al., 1993; Guerrero et al., 2005; Marrus et al., 2004; Qin et al., 2005; Völkner et al., 2000). In comparing the postsynaptic receptor molecular sequence of *Drosophila* NMJ with a kainate receptor in *Homo sapiens*, which contains the highest homology in the vertebrates, each subunit shows a moderate similarity between two species. Extracellular domains of the receptors are not significantly higher in similarity compared to total sequence (**Figure 2-10**). In a phylogeny tree with 36 glutamate receptor protein sequences in *Drosophila melanogaster* and human’s NMDA, kainate and AMPA receptors, the five subunits of postsynaptic receptors in *Drosophila* NMJ appear to be in a different subgroup to even the closest of the vertebrate kainate/AMPA type receptors (**Figure 2-11**).

There are multiple examples of pre- and/or post-synaptic action of kainate in enhancing or suppressing synaptic transmission in vertebrate neuronal circuits (Grabauskas et al., 2007; Hegarty et al., 2007; Kamiya and Ozawa, 2000; Pinheiro and Mulle, 2008; Rozas et al., 2003; Schoepp, 2002); and it has been reported earlier that kainate blocked synaptic transmission at the *Drosophila* NMJ (Chang and Kidokoro, 1996; McLarnon and Quastel, 1988). However, the earlier studies with *Drosophila* did use Schneider’s *Drosophila* medium which is known to have a depressing action on synaptic transmission itself (Ball et al., 2003; Stewart et al., 1994). Mechanistically I do not know how kainate is blocking
transmission, but it appears likely that kainate acts as an antagonist in this preparation. Possible kainate could act on the receptor to desensitize it to glutamate or in addition act as a non-competitive antagonist. Quisqualate receptors are known to be prone to desensitization at the crayfish NMJ (Tour et al., 2000) as well as other glutamate receptors (Sun et al., 2002).

The results with kainate at different concentrations and the two concentrations of bathing [Ca$^{2+}$]$_o$ is interesting since only the one condition of 1mM kainate and 1mM [Ca$^{2+}$]$_o$ produced a significant trend in both an increase in the median FI value as well variability in the responses as compared to baseline saline exposure (Figures 2-7 and 2-8). As stated earlier the increase in median values is small in some preparations so I am cautious in bearing too much emphasis on this result; however, the increase in variability when exposed to kainate is of interest. If kainate is acting as a competitive antagonist then it is feasible to speculate with each pulse in the stimulus train the glutamate is resulting in a greater displacement of the kainate and possibly resulting in more competitive-competition. As the glutamate is being taken back up in the nerve terminal by the glutamate transporters, kainate’s action can dominate producing very variable responses on the amplitudes of the EPSPs throughout the four pulse train. Considering when saline is exchanged for saline containing kainate, the 1$^{st}$ EPSP within the train is dampened significantly by the antagonistic action and during the evoked release of glutamate then the kainate is displaced would possible explain the slight, but consistent, increase in the median FI values as well for this experimental paradigm. This also follows for the concept that when the [Ca$^{2+}$]$_o$ is reduced to 0.5mM, the evoked amount of glutamate is not as pronounced so less displacement of the kainate would occur, which might explain why there is not as change on FI or on the median as well as the variability in the FI (Figure 2-7). I am not aware of reports addressing pharmacological examination of competitive antagonists during pulse trains to account for fluctuation in facilitation measures to compare my findings. More studies are warranted to examine this tentative working model in competitive antagonism during synaptic facilitation/depression to explain the mechanistic details behind these findings.

Since I have not been able to detect any presynaptic autoreceptor function at these NMJs, it would be interesting to know if these motor neurons produce mRNA for any glutamate receptor subtype. There has yet to be investigation of possible presynaptic actions at other NMJs in the larvae or adult of Drosophila. The subset of junctions that I examined may not be indicative of all the Drosophila NMJs, so further investigations are warranted.
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Figure 2-1: The dissected 3rd instar *Drosophila* larva preparation. (A) The preparation is pinned at the four corners to keep the preparation taut. The ventral abdominal muscle m6 is used in this study. The segmental nerves are stimulated by placing the nerve into a suction electrode and recruiting the Is and lb motor neurons. (B) The terminals of lb and Is on m6 and m7 are readily observed after treatment with fluorescently tagged anti-HRP antibody (Scale: 50μm). (C) Elicited excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) in m6 are measured with an intracellular recording. Representative individual responses from the lb and Is motor axons as well as the composite lb and Is response are shown for a early 3rd instar.
Figure 2-2: The effect of kainate on the evoked EPSP amplitudes. (A) Application of 1mM kainate reduces the EPSP rapidly and the effect can be partially washed out. (B) The dose-response effect in damping the EPSP amplitude. For all concentrations of kainate the EPSP amplitudes are reduced. (C) The dose-response effects on the resting membrane potential for m6. The resting membrane potentials do not appear to be changed. With the maintaining resting membrane potential, reduced EPSP amplitudes are induced by the antagonistic action of kainate. (D) Sham control for exchanging the saline bath and time revealed a 13.5% reduction in the EPSP amplitude. When compared to sham control, both 500μM and 1mM still show significantly reduced EPSPs (around 46% decrease)
Figure 2-3: Effects of domoic acid (agonist for AMPA and kainate receptors) at the NMJ. Domoic acid is a potent kainate receptor agonist. (A) Spontaneous or mEPSPs (miniature EPSPs) are reduced in amplitude upon exposure to 1mM of domoic acid. With washing out the domoic acid, the spontaneous responses gradually come up again. (B) The frequency of mEPSPs is reduced by domoic acid in a dose-dependent manner. Glutamate mimics the effect. (C) Domoic acid did not produce a consistent effect on the resting membrane potential; however glutamate produced a drastic depolarization fitting for agonistic action. Domoic acid attenuates the effect of glutamate on membrane depolarization. So, domoic acid appears to be blocking the glutamate action on the muscle.
**Figure 2-4:** Effects of kainate (1 and 0.5 mM) on mEPSPs properties. (A) Spontaneous or mEPSPs (miniature EPSPs) are reduced in amplitude upon exposure. (B) The frequency of mEPSPs is reduced by domoic acid in a dose-dependent manner, as well as the (C) amplitude and area of the mEPSPs. Kainate seems to be acting presynaptically as well as postsynaptically. However, the problem of this measuring is that the mEPSPs can be buried within the noise as the amplitude of mEPSPs are reduced.
Figure 2-5: Effects of ATPA (1 mM; a selective agonist of vertebrate GluR5, kainate receptors) on the amplitude of evoked EPSPs (A), (B) as well as the resting membrane potential of the muscle (C). ATPA does not appear to alter the EPSP amplitude or the resting membrane potential.
Figure 2-6: Effects of kainate on short-term depression (i.e., negative facilitation) with varied [Ca^{2+}]_o. (A) A four pulse stimulus train delivered at 20Hz results in an initial large EPSP followed by depressed responses. The procedure for measuring EPSP amplitudes is indicated. Facilitation index (FI) is then calculated from these measures. (B) A typical response for the effect of kainate (KA; 1 mM) on the pulse train in the presence of 0.5 mM [Ca^{2+}]_o. (C) A typical response for the effect of KA (1 mM) on the pulse train in the presence of 1 mM [Ca^{2+}]_o. (D) The difference in facilitation index (FI) is shown for both 1mM and 0.5mM KA with either 1mM or 0.5mM [Ca^{2+}]_o. The differences in the median values are obtained from the difference in FI saline to exposure of KA within each preparation. (n=5 for each paradigm; * p<0.05 Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test for the effect of KA as compared to saline).
Figure 2-7: Effects of kainate (KA) and calcium on FI. Box and whisker plots for FI in various conditions are shown as before and after exposure to kainate, for each of the five preparations in the four experimental conditions. The plots show the median, 25\textsuperscript{th}, 75\textsuperscript{th} percentiles and range. In almost all preparations, median values of FI index seem to be the same before and after exposure to kainate. So, kainate does not appear to have a presynaptic action. With 1mM Ca\textsuperscript{2+} and 1mM kainate, both median and variation of FI index are increased in five out of five preparations after exposure to kainate. However, after changing the [kainate] into 0.5mM, neither median nor variation of facilitation index shows a consistent increase in values. So, kainate seems to be acting as a competitive antagonist.
Figure 2-8: The standard deviation (SD) for each preparation before and during exposure to kainate (1mM) with 1mM [Ca\textsuperscript{2+}]\textsubscript{o} produced a consistent trend in increasing in the variability among the data sets while exposed to kainate (KA) as compared the saline (S) baseline (p<0.05, Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test; also p<0.5 Student’s t-test).
Figure 2-9: Action of t-ACPD on evoked EPSPs and resting membrane potential. (A) Evoked EPSPs in saline and during exposures to t-ACPD (50 μM). (B) The mean percent change in the amplitude of the evoked EPSPs with exposure to t-ACPD. (C) The mean percent change in the resting membrane potential with exposure to t-ACPD. t-ACPD does not appear to have an action on the postsynaptic muscle or the glutamate receptors.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GluR5</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>identity</td>
<td>similarity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIB</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIC</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRID</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIE</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIA</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIIB</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIBB</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRICB</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIDB</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIEB</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIIA</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIIB</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRICB</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIDB</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIEB</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIA</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIIB</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRICB</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIDB</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIEB</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total sequence</td>
<td>Extracellular domain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIB</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIC</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRID</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIE</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIA</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIIB</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIBB</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRICB</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIDB</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIEB</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIIA</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIIB</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRICB</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIDB</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIEB</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KA2</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>identity</td>
<td>similarity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIB</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIC</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRID</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIE</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIA</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIIB</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIBB</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRICB</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIDB</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIEB</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIIA</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIIB</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRICB</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIDB</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIEB</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total sequence</td>
<td>Extracellular domain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIB</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIC</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRID</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIE</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIA</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIIB</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIBB</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRICB</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIDB</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIEB</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIIA</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIIB</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRICB</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIDB</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIEB</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GluR6</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>identity</td>
<td>similarity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIB</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIC</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRID</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIE</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIA</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIIB</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIBB</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRICB</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIDB</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIEB</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIIA</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIIB</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRICB</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIDB</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIEB</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KA1</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>identity</td>
<td>similarity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIB</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIC</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRID</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIE</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIA</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIIB</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIBB</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRICB</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIDB</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIEB</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIIA</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIIB</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRICB</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIDB</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIEB</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GluR7</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>identity</td>
<td>similarity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIB</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIC</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRID</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIE</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIA</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIIB</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIBB</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRICB</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIDB</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIEB</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIIA</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIIB</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRICB</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIDB</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GluRIEB</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Total sequence | Extracellular domain |
| GluRIB | 32% | 50% |
| GluRIC | 25% | 50% |
| GluRID | 18% | 50% |
| GluRIE | 17% | 56% |
| GluRIA | 31% | 63% |
| GluRIIB | 31% | 65% |
| GluRIBB | 29% | 60% |
| GluRICB | 26% | 58% |
| GluRIDB | 20% | 59% |
| GluRIEB | 23% | 66% |
| GluRIIA | 31% | 57% |
| GluRIIB | 29% | 49% |
| GluRICB | 26% | 49% |
| GluRIDB | 20% | 49% |
| GluRIEB | 23% | 31% |
**Figure 2-10:** Sequence comparison of five postsynaptic receptor subunits identified from *Drosophila* muscle mRNA to the five known human kainate receptor subunits. Each two sequences were compared by using a blastP alignment. The top bar is a comparison for the total protein sequence. The bottom bar is a comparison of the putative extracellular domains among the proteins. The gray area is the percentage of identical sequence and the white area is the percent in similarity based on the blastP (NCBI) algorithm. The five human receptor subunits used are: (A) GluR5; (B) GluR6; (C) GluR7; (D) KA1; and (E) KA2.

![Phylogeny tree](image)

**Figure 2-11:** Phylogeny tree comparing all known putative 36 ionotropic glutamate receptor subunits in the *Drosophila* genome with human glutamate receptors (kainate receptor subunits GluR5, GluR6 and KA2; AMPA receptor subunit GluR1; NMDA receptor subunits NR-1 and NR-2). The comparison was performed by ClustalW2 (EMBL-EBI).
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